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Counseling Football team achieves 4-0 ' S i n g l e - s e x ' g r o u p s
banned due to Title IX
available
WBG's, Greek supporters, & Rugger Huggers gone
to students
by Karen Crowe
College is a difficult time for many
students. Feelings of loneliness,
depression, and confusion are ex
perienced by everyone.
Students often have a hard time
dealing with these emotions and
need an objective listener to talk to.
The USD Counseling Center now
provides many services to students
who may need a little direction.
The Counseling Center, recendy
renamed on September 12, was
originally the Educational Devel
opment Center (EDC). The EDC,
established in 1967, provided a
broad variety of services that in
cluded career planning, personal
counseling, and academic counsel
ing. Due to the confusion of offer
ing so many different services, the
Counseling Center now provides
only personal and academic coun
seling. Before the change, many
students were unaware that USD
even had personal counseling.
The Counseling Center has a staff
of six professionals who are li
censed, or eligible to be licensed,
psychologists. Studentsareentitled
tol2 sessions each calendar year at
no cost. The sessions last for fifty
minutes.
Due to the legal and ethical guide
lines, all services provided are
confidential. Academic advising is
available to any student who has not
declared a major after freshman
year, has recently transferred, or
has academic difficulty. Academic
counseling is for anyone who needs
help with stress management, skill
building, or any other academ ically
related problem. Specific career
questions are referred to the Career
Counseling Center.
According to Cynthia Villis, di
rector of the Counseling Center, the
most common problems are firstyear difficulties of entering college.
These can include roommate
trouble, depression, or stress.
Many people seek services after a
traumatic experience such as a death
in the family or a car accicent.
Students who are from dysfunc
tional families may also receive
counseling. However, any probContinued on page 5

by Bridget Conway
and Patty O'Conner

USD Torero running back Todd Jackson shows why he'sa key
part of the team's offense. After beating Redlands last Saturday
at Ted Runner Stadium in Redlands, the Toreros are on a
sensational 4-0 winning streak. Head Coach Brian Fogarty
attributes the team's success to their great sense of unity.
Congratulations Toreros!!! (See story, page 16)

The ethics of
journalism
by Theresa Delia
The bloody corpse of Sea World's
killer whale was the shocking front
page picture of the San Diego Trib
une. Tom Wolfe, photo editor of the
Tribune, says the decision to show
"gory" pictures such as that one is a
corporate one. Wolfe was one of
five panelists in a first of five dis
cussions on the ethics of media.
The discussion centered around
the media's seemingly callousness
in reporting the news. Dale Fetherling, editor for the Los Angeles
Times/San Diego Edition, said that
journalists rely mostly on their own
judgement.
"There are no commandments
com ing down from the mountain on
this." There is a great deal of "self
discipline and self restraint" Be
cause of this silent decision making
by the journalist,.Fetherling said.
Continued on page 5

AsofFriday, September 28, Greek
support groups, WGB's and Rug
ger Huggers are no longer official
USD clubs.
A committee of seven people,
headed by Vice President and Dean
of Students Thomas Burke, met on
Tuesday, September 25 and made
the final decision to dissolve these
groups.
According to Burke, the commit
tee's decision was a response to the
organization of rush for Greek
support groups, which did not ap
pear to comply with the Title IX
Act
"The groups did great things, had
great fun, and were great for their
membership," said Burke in an open
forum Tuesday, but he said in the
final analysis, "they are illegal."
Title IX and its Reconciliation Act
of 1988 have prompted USD's
administration to abolish all single
sex organizations (groups exempt
from this law are fraternities and
sororities. Girl and Boy Scouts,

YMCA and the YWCA). Tide IX is
a part of the Education Amend
ments of 1972, which prohibits sex
discrimination in all educational
institutions.
Groups were given less than one
week to comply to the administra
tions decision of disbandment.
The committee members felt that
the support groups were still hold
ing rush from a Greek standpoint,
therefore they were not making any
substantial changes towards elimi
nating single sex membership.
USD depends heavily on federal
funding for a majority of its finan
cial aid, and Burke and the mem
bers of the committee felt their
decision was made not only in the
light of the law, but also for the
welfare of the students.
"The reason the University has
had to do this is that 60% of our
students are on financial aid... so
that if anyone in the institution filed
a Title IX complaint... [the govern
ment] could jeopardize that aid,"
Burke said during Tuesday's fo
rum.
Continued on page 2

Conservation on campus...

"Domes" in the Valley.
by Paula M. Marcheschi

Chances are you can stop trash
ing most of your garbage. USD
is now home to many recycling
receptacles.
These "domes" are located

photo by Chris Daultc
behind DeSalles, in the Valley, at
the Vistas, and by the Graduate
apartments.
Here's a breakdown of where you
can "productively" dispose of your
recycling goods:

In the Valley, the Vistas, and
behind DeSalles there are three
domes: one for clear glass, one
for colored glass, and one for
aluminum cans and plastic
bottles.
Please!! No trash in these
domes...putonly thecorrespond
ing articles in the domes.
If you have newspapers to give,
they can be deposited behind the
Immaculata, or in the boxes in
Mission Crossroadsand Palomar
Lounge.
Have cardboard? Take a trip to
the large container behind the
UC at the Food Service loading
dock.
White paperand computerpaper
can go in the barrels in the same
location.
For more information about
ways to contribute to USD's ef
fort in ourenvironment's conser
vation, see the Earth Day story,
page 2.
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USD participates in Earth Day 1990
by Dawn DeBisschop
USD is cooperating with over 3,000 col
leges and universities nationwide by organ
izing an Earth Day 1990 in response to the
ongoing environmental crisis we are all
experiencing; people desire to act, and they
are uncertain about what is going on.
With the global wanning, acid rain, ozone
holes and rain forest destruction Melody
Ashley, USD Earth director, believes the
planet needs our help.
Earth Day 1990, takes place on April 22,
1990 and will mark the beginning of a longterm commitment to building a safer planet
through educational, economic, political and
cultural objectives.
USD will be sponsoring its own coalition to
be part of Earth Day 1990. Each club,
organization, athletic team,library,academic
department, committee, sorority, fraternity,
dorm, ministry, program or individual is
being asked to join in to help.
The first organizational meeting of the USD
Earth Day 1990 Coalition will be held
Wednesday October 11, at the University
Center, Forum A at 7:30 p.m.

The Earth Day committee believes the
environmental crisis exists because of the
actions we have taken and the policies we
have adopted, and it is up to us to change the
course we have taken and get ourselves out
of the mess we have gotten ourselves into.
Earth Day 1990 is the follow-up to the huge
success of Earth Day 1970. In that, 10,000
schools, 2,000 colleges and universities and
almost every community in theUnited States
participated in events ranging from nature
walks to direct action against major pollut
ers.
Earth Day activities all around the country
will include: planting a billion trees, educat
ing our leaders, urban gatherings, teach-ins,
public service ads and announcements,
musical and celebrity appearances, religious
events, computer networking and a move to
dress in green attire to show solidarity.
Among the specific long-term accomplish
ments the Earth Day promoting pamphlet
cites as its hopes to achieve are: A world
wide ban on chlorofluorocarbons to be fully
implemented within five years; slowing the
rate of global warming through dramatic,

sustained reductions in carbon dioxide emis
sions; the preservation of old-growth for
ests, in both temperate and tropical areas; a
ban on packaging that is neither recyclable
nor biodegradeable and an increase in com
munity recycling; a swift transition to re
newable energy sources; dramatic increases
in energy efficiency; a comprehensive haz
ardous waste minimization program; height
ened protection for endangered species and
habitats; a powerful international agency
with authority to safeguard the atmosphere,
the oceans and other global commons from
international threats; and a new sense of
responsibility for the protection of the planet
by individuals, communities and nations.
Everyone's help will be needed in the effort
to put an end to the environmental crisis we
all face and even just to organize USD Earth
Day. Everybody is invited and encouraged
to come.
Anyone interested should attend the infor
mational meeting Wednesday or contact
Melody Ashley at x4535.

USD enforces Title IX Act
Burke said, "We didn't really want to ban
any organizations, we wanted them to try and
getadifferentstyle... bringmen inandchange
their purpose. That was what the one year
was all about. And then, 'Why thesuddeness
of the warning and the termination?' The
suddeness was due to the fact that everybody
started to pledge another group of women."
Many of the girls involved with these groups
feel that it is unfortunate that they must
discontinue. They feel strongly about their
purpose, and it is unlikely that new and
similar groups will form in the immediate
future.
"We were crushed...these [support clubs]
are how I met all of my friends," said Audrey
Asuro, a former White Rose Club member.
Some students believed the support groups
provided a good alternative for students who
were unable to commit the time and money a
sorority or fraternity requires. Dues for
support groups averaged nearly 1/5th that of
sorority or fraternity dues.
Members of these organizations complain
that money was collected and allocated to the
financing of activity-filled rush weeks. Many
people wondered if they will be able to be
reimbursed for their losses, however, ex
penses have already been paid leaving their
chances slim.
Rueben Mitchell, assistant director of stu
dent activities and a member of the commit
tee, said, "Our goal was not to limit [the
groups'] involvement or [their] opportuni
ties for leadership or philanthropy or fundraising or anything. It was to remove this
cloud hanging over the institution."
Reed expressed a desire to assist the clubs in
re-focusing the abolished groups to appeal to
both men and women equally. A neutral
theme such as community service was men
tioned as a good alternative.

The results are in the freshman
senators have been elected!
Colleen Quick, promising that "there
will be no boring, run-of-the-mill, un
interesting events this year" in her
platform, and Mike "Chainsaw" Daly
who "is looking forward to becoming
fam iliar with all the freshmen and their
ideas" will be representing their class
for the 1989-1990 academic year.

Adam Schwindt
said to get better
"day by day"

Students react to the administration's decision
Continued from page 1
The issue of liability is another part of the
complex Title IX controversy. The liability
of these support groups lands right in the lap
of the University and makes it an open target
for devastating lawsuits resulting from any
incident, accident, or controversy stemming
from the support groups.
When asked if the liability issue had a
strong bearing on the administration's deci
sion to abolish the support groups, Karen
Reed in Student Affairs asserted that the
liability had little to do with the decision
itself.
"Sure there were other concerns, but we
have to do what the federal laws tell us to
do... [liability] wasn't the issue."
In Fall 1988, the University issued a list of
madatory changes to be made with these
organizations on campus. In order tocomply
with the Title IX clubs had to make nondicriminatory amendments to their constitu
tions, change their club names to non-discrimnatory titles (ie, Little Sisters was not
acceptable) and make every effort to inte
grate their organizations.
Four of the five clubs added non-discrimi
natory amendments to their constitutions and
changed their titles. The WBG's club in
stead, reworded the purpose of their organi
zation.
Although thegreek support groups changed
their names and WBG's advertised an open
rush, the committee felt that there was, ac
cording to Burke, "an apparent failure to
open membership and have more than a
single sex organization."
Despite any efforts made, integration re
mained a large roadblock — the clubs re
mained predominantly female in member
ship. Tara Allgood, the former president of
Club Auggie asked in wonder, "What am I
supposed to do? I can' t beg males to be in our
club — I made every effort to integrate."

Nothing beats
a 'Quickie' and
a 'Chainsaw'

Photo by Mike Spengler

OFF INTO THE SUNSET. This
USD student takes a leisurely roll
down Marian Way on his skate
board (skateboarding, by the way,
is only allowed on sidewalks; no
racing down the streets or in the
parking lots).

by Murphy Canter
On Saturday September 22, USD pitcher
Adam Schwindt was critically injured when
a hit ball struck him near the right temple.
Thanks tothe cool witsof his teammates who
treated him immediately for shock, Schwindt
was able to be transported toS harp Memorial
Hospital where he underwent three hours of
emergency surgery.
In order to recover, Schwindt was placed in
a drug induced coma and put on life support
systems. He was listed in critical condition,
but was soon upgraded to "serious."
As of Tuesday October 3, Schwindt's con
dition was still listed as serious, but definite
improvements have been achieved.
According to the supervisor of the intensive
care unit, Pauline Renner, "he's getting bet
ter. Last week he was in a complete coma,
now he's semi-awake and responding to
verbal commands."
Renner defined "responding" as being able
to follow the verbal commands to stick out
his tongue, open his eyes, squeeze his hand,
and responds to his name. Schwindt is also
being treated for possible pneumonia caused
by the presence of lung secretions "which is
not unusual in cases involving head inju
ries."
Schwindt is also being taken out of the drug
induced coma slowly. This has been done
several times since last week, but has been
increased as well according to how he re
sponds.
Again, due to the nature of his injury,
Schwindt's possible release date was impos
sible to assertain.
"He's getting better slowly," said Renner,
"just improving day by day."
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Experience
France here
on Campus
by Paula M. Marcheschi
The USD community can view "People and
Events of the French Revolution" first hand
from October 4 to 25.
The Alice Marquis Collection of French
Prints will be on exhibit in the Copley Li
brary during that time and can be seen daily
from
10 am to 8 pm.
To highlight the exhibit, a free lecture on
"Majesty & Submission: Marie Antoinette
and the Women's March to Versailles" pre
sented by SDSU history professor Elizabeth
Colwill will be given October 18 at 7:30 pm
in Manchester Conference Center.
A
"French" reception will follow.
"It [the exhibit] is in the frame of the bicen
tennial. Our French printsare from that same
time," said Dr. Jeanne Rigsby, USD profes
sor of French and executive director of the
French Revolution Committee.
Rigsby continued, "It is an interesting ex
hibit that we are very lucky to have...[with
help] from the Independent Scholars."
Alice Marquis, along with Rigsby, is a
member of the Independent Scholars, a na
tional group promoting research for persons
who are not sponsored by universities..
Rigsby explains that the objective of having
the collection on campus is to show "that
1789 [played] a very big role in the search for
liberty, equality, and fraternity—it was the
beginning, the birth, of a new society.

"Twelfth Night" for a few nights
by Kristine Ashton
USD's MFA in Dramatic Arts pro
gram will present Shakespeare's
'Twelfth Night" as their first produc
tion of the year.
MFA program director Dr. David Hay
said they will try to "recreate the first
performance of Twelfth Night." A
banquet with characters in full cos
tume will be held before the three
performances. The play will feature
live period music, dancers, and the
"presence of Queen Elizabeth," ac
cording to Hay.
The MFA program is composed of
fourteen select students from around
the US and Canada. USD is one of
twelve universities in the country that
have this type of program. Only eight
students were accepted into the pro
gram this year, out of approximately
180 applicants, Hay said. All students
accepted into the program receive a
tuition fellowship from the university.
The success of the program is evi
dent, since two of lastyear's five gradu
ates have gotten major acting assign
ments. Sterling Macer is playing
Romeo at The Dallas Theatre Center,
and Barry Mann isacting at The Studio
Theatre in Washington, D.C.
Students act in productions on cam
pus and at the Old Globe Theatre. Hay
said the goal of the program is, "to
allow these developing actors to work

alongside professional actors to learn their
craft" The program runs year-round, and
students have a nine-hour day, six days a
week.
Various types of classes are required, in
cluding acting, voice, speech, singing, move
ment, and English. In a course entitled "Text
In Context," students leam about the eras of
particular dramatic works, so they may por
tray their character accurately. Most classes
are small, with only seven or eight students.

Applicants for the MFA program may
possess an undergraduate degree in any area.
The application process is extensive, and
includes a ten- to fifteen- minute audition.
Hay travels to various cities throughout the
country to hold auditions.
Hay is pleased with the progress of the
program. "The relationship between The
Globe and USD has strengthened and is
getting stronger. I'm looking forwardto more
joint projects."

JOSTENS

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

GOLD RING SALE
IS COMING!

®60 OFF 18K
$40 OFF 14K
$20OFF10K
Don't order your ring until you see Jostens selection of ring designs.
See your Jostens representative for more details.
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Caution: bicycle thefts on the rise
by Paula M. Marcheschi
Due to a rash of recent bicycle
thefts, USD Public Safety has
more tips than ever for bike
riders.
Twelve bikes have been stolen
from theUSDcampus just since
September 1. Increasing from a
total of 22 bikes stolen all of last
year, this number is statistically
high.
USD Public Safety Officer
Roman Keating said, "We're
literally being raked. I suggest
that for at least the next 30 days
you keep [your bikes] in your
room if you can...it may be a
little cramped but it is the best
[way] at the present time."
Keating reported that three
suspects were apprehended and
turned over to the San Diego
Police Department Security is
also "keeping an eye on" two
other possible suspects. So far, all suspects
have been from off campus.
According to Keating, the thieves are target
ing expensive bikes. He said, "People are
buying expensive bikes and locking them
with cheap chains and locks—that doesn't
work."
If you are not keeping your bicycle in your
room or at home, Keating suggests getting
"the best lock on the market,even if you ha ve
to buy two...[in fact] two is your best bet.

[The thieves] will go somewhere else [to
look for an easier theft],..Do the thieves
realize they are stealing the students' mode
of transportation?"
Public Safety published these bicycle pro
tection tips:
LOCKS & CHAINS
1. A good padlock should have at least a 7/
16-inch hardened alloy steal shackle.
2. (The new "U"-shaped locking devices,
such as Avenir of Cryptonite are described

by Keating as the best locks on the market.)
This type of lock is available at USD's Out
door Adventures located in the UC and in
cludes an insurance policy for the cost of
your bike if the lock is used correctly.
3. If you choose a chain, get the heaviest
you can comfortably carry. A chain using 3/
8-inch (or greater) alloy steal is a good choice.
4. If you choose a cable, one of 7/16 inch
diameter (or greater) steal provides good
protection.

This Weeh

IDENTIFY YOUR BIKE
1. Record the serial number
and other unique identifying
information and keep this
handy.
2. Engrave your bike with
your driver's license number
or your social security num
ber in a place only you know
about.
3. CALIFORNIA STATE
LAW REQUIRES ALL
BICYCLES BE REGIS
TERED. Have you regis
tered yours?
GENERAL SAFETY
TIPS
1. Don't befooled by claims
of a "burglar proof lock." Be
leery of cheap locks. Re
member, you get what you
pay for.
2. You should secure the
bike frame as well as both
wheels and then anchor your
bicycle to an immovable object, such as a
bike rack. Position the lock and chain as high
off the ground as you can so it is difficult to
gain leverage for use of bolt cutters.
3. Because of lack of proper identification,
recovered stolen bikes cannot be returned to
their proper owner [this is encouragement to
properly identify all parts of your bike].
For more Crime Prevention—Investigations
tips or information, call x4656.

Yearbook
Make-Up
Photos
Seniors
Oct. 9th & 10th

featuring
the Best of USD

Tuesday, Oct. 10th
9:00-11:00pm
UC Grille

Dischord, Stop Dead & Paul Abbott

9:00pm
UC Forum AB

Lark

Sophomores & Freshmen
Oct. 30th

Free Refreshments
Dancing and
r£i _Live Entertainment by

"Papa Sokol"

Free Refreshments
Sponsored by the

Juniors
Oct. 31st

Because the
Yearbook

Sponsored by CuCturabArts

YOUR Book!
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"Is the free press
too free?"
Continued from page 1

"the reader doesn't know what is not
printed?' Basically, the public is asked to
trust the joumalisL's judgement on what
he or she considers news.
William Stothers, readers' representa
tive for the San Diego Union,{trgucd that
often the public doesn't know the peoole
making the decisions for them. Bob
Lawrence, reporter for KNSD-TV,
agreed with him saying "the public has a
right to know who they are trusting."
Lawrence, the only television repre
sentative on the panel, explained that the
editorial process is more lax on lv. be
cause of the time element For example,
if a story breaks out at 4:30 and the
reporter has to have it ready for the 5:00
news hour, that reporter has to become
his or her own editor. The reporter has to
use "self-imposed ethical considera
tions."
"You can write as close to the line (of
ethics) as long as you don't cross over
it"
Dr. Larry Williamson, chairman of the
Commun ications Department, raised the
point of a con flicl of in teres! between the
first Amendment duty ofajournalistand
the profit that is made by selling the
news. He said that journalists should
think about "social accountability" and
who is being represented by the press. Is
the media responding to consumers or
concerned citizens?
Lawrence admitted that often a reporter
can exploit the bad judgement of a vic
tim at a time of crisis and get a sensa
tional story.He alsosaid journalists"have
an obligation to protect people from
themselves" by practicing self-restraint
in not hxrking for the dramatic or "gory"
edge.
The most poignant question asked by
the audience was that of the journalists'
attitude toward the victim. Why is it that
a journalist wants to exploit a person's
emotions at a time of crisis or tragedy?
Lawrence said lite editorial process
begi ns when the film is taken back to the
station. A good judgement cannot be
made in the field. It is the job of the
reporter "to push as hard as they can." It
is necessary for the reporter to get as
much information as possible and let the
editors decide what should be used.
"Reporters know some material is of
fensive but they arc not supposed to take
that into consideration."

Associated Students working for us
by Kelly Christenson

The Associated Students and its objective
is different year to year and president to
president. The personal motto for this year's
AS president, Mike Brown, is "AS is us."
This sums upexactly what AS is—a tool for
the students of USD to get their wants, needs
and ideas across to the people in charge, the
faculty and administration.
The AS is comprised of thirty-eight officers
and nine executive officers, including Mike
Brown, president, and Brian Wink, vicepresident, just to name two. These people
spend a great deal of their time making life
better for the USD student.
In order to effectively do this they have
broken down into seventeen different com
mittees and organizations which are in charge
of just about every area of interest to a
student. These range from Lark, in charge of
some entertainment on campus, to the Aca
demic Committee which represents the stu
dents. The bottom line is that the AS is there
to "help the students." AS is in effect an
organization of the students, for thestudents.
In a recent interview with Brown, he spoke
of some goals of the AS, one of which in
cludes getting more people involved. In
order to do this he is planning to start new
programs and reinstate old ones. Someof the
programs are the Town Meetings, held last
year, and getting student representatives on
the admissions board and the faculty senate.
Another of Brown's goals is to get a concert
on campus this year. In the process of doing
that, the AS is trying to work out all the
difficulties and problems that made it impos
sible to have one last year. These are just a
few of the new and interesting things that
Brown and the AS staff have planned for this

Our literally down-to-earth AS President Mike Brown.

school year.
Where can students learn of these programs
and get involved in the different commit
tees? Brown responds, "By stopping by the
AS office and talking toone of the officersor
to the secretaries." Brown also makes it clear
that he would appreciate any questions or
ideas that any student has, as would any one
of the AS officers. In Brown's own words,
"Come tell us what you've done!"
Brown gives the impression that he really
cares about people and the students on the
USD campus. He is not only concerned that
a program he puts on is a success, but that the
people that were involved learned something
from the experience. "Involvement for the
betterment of students," he adds.
Brown also concerns himself with doing

what is right,a reason he is choosing a career
in law. Also, his admiration for his father, a
judge in Tuscon, Arizona, is evident when
Brown speaks of him.
Brown, of course, has a life apart from
school, AS, and "doing what is right"
Brown rowed for the USD crew team until
a back injury left him unable to participate in
the sport. Now he is a boatman on river
rafting trips and has traveled to places like
Peru and Mexico. When asked about his
most embarrassing moment, Brown paused
and said with a smile, "Everyday is an em
barrassing moment"
There are many clubs and organizations on
campus for the students to get involved in,
AS is just one of the many. Just remember,
"AS is us."

A 'roaring'weekend for Freshmen's parents
By Nicole Dauphinee
Welcome to the "Roaring 20's." It's that time
again- time our parents get to see where all their
money is going. Freshmen parents' weekend
1989 is October 6,7, and 8.
This weekend is specifically designed for the
needs of the freshmen parents. Rosetta Ellis,
Director of Parent Relations, explains the reason
for separating the weekends as "the parents' pro
gramming needs are different. The freshmen
parents have different needs... they want to know
more about the nuts and bolts of the school.
The theme of this weekend is the glittering,
glamorous, anything-goes era — the Roaring
'20's! Here's a sneak preview of the weekend!
Friday, October 6:
6 pm Tour and Reception — See the "Hidden

TELEMARKETERS

Excellent Part-Time Opportunity
for Students
Biotechnology is the industry of the future! QUIDEL, a rapidly growing
pharmaceutical company, is your passport to this exciting field.
We have special opportunities for individuals with a pleasant phone
manner and an assertive personality. Previous telemarketing or sales
experience would be ideal forlhese part-time, morning positions. Hours
are flexible and can be adjusted to accommodate your class schedule.
For immediate consideration, rush your resume or letter of inquiry to our
Personnel Dept., at 10165 McKellar Court, San Diego, CA 92121.

QUIDEL
Equal Opportunity Employer

Treasures" of USD and then enjoy hors d'ocuvre,
wine, music, and conversation in the Manchester
Conference Center.
Saturday, October 7:
8:30 am Registration—Camino Theatre Foyer
9 am General Assemlby—Camino Theatre
9:30 am Important Presentations—Select from
"Academic Advising' or 'The Freshman Year:
Student Stress and Parent Response'.
10:45 am Informative Classes —Now your
choices are 'Drug and Alcohol Abuse Prevention
Program', 'Learn Conversational Spanish (in 30
minutes or less)', and 'Study Abroad Program'.
11:30 am Great Gatsby Picnic — An elegant
outdoor luncheon in the Rose Garden of DcSales
Hall accompanied by the music of a string quartet
($10 per person).

1:30 pm Torero Football Game— See the 4-0
Torero Footbal Team play Pomona Pitzer.
6 pm Gala Reception — A relaxing reception
in the University Center.
7 pm Dinner!dance at the "USD Speakeasy" —
Food,wine, and entertainment by the talented
jazz singer, Malou, accompanied by Randy Porty
on the piano ($20 per person) in the University
Center.
Sunday, October 8:
10 am Mass in Founders Chapel.
11 am Farewell Brunch and All That Jazz —
Brunch and a slide show created by freshmen
students depicting their campus experiences in
Manchester Executive Conference Center.
The freshmen students are encouraged to join
the parents at the events!

Center reorganized to assist
students on campus
Continued from page 1

lems relating to personal substance abuse arc
referred to Sister Annette Schmclling, direc
tor of drug and alcohol education.
The Counseling Center also provides serv
ices that are not strictly for individual coun
seling. Two groups, Adult Children of Alco
holics and an eating disorders group, will
begin meeting at the end of October. A selfhelp lending library is located in the Coun
seling Center and is available to all students.
These books cover a wide range of topics that

can be helpful to anyone who may not want
to seek help from a counselor.
The Counseling Center is a friendly atmos
phere for anyone who needs a good listener.
Cynthia Villis said many students come"just
to talk and sort things out." According to
Cindy, feedback is what a lot of students are
looking for.
The Counseling Center is located in Serra
Hall 303. The hours are Monday through
Friday, 8:30 am to 5 pm. For more informalinn rail 260-4655.
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Title IX
The two words thatcan cause the
usually complacent student body
to rise up appear to be Title IX.
The furor has been caused by the
administration's decision to dis
solve the greek support groups,
WBGs and the Rugger Huggers for
non-compliance with Title IX.
Last year the administration
required organizations such as the
Greek's little sister programs to re
organize as independentgroups that
admitted sexes of both groups.
This year, it was decided that the
organizations had not gone far
enough in their reform and they
were disbanded.
There are some pretty good rea
sons for disbanding the support
groups, but Title IX violations are
not among them, at least from a
moral point of view.
The support groups promote
sexism. There is evidence that
support groups have allowed fac
tors such as appearance and ap
proval of male fraternity members
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to influence the selection of mem
bers.
There is no place for these kinds
of sexist attitudes on any campus.
This is not, however, the prob
lem that the University has with
these groups.
The University isremoving them
from campus because they alleg
edly discriminateagainst members
of the opposite sex.
The support groups counter that
when they were told they could no
longer be single sex groups, there
were no concrete guidelines for
reform.
The bottom line here is that the
groups involved made a half
hearted attempt to comply with the
letter of the law, (one group sup
posedly is open to membersof both
sexes, but calls itself White Rose)
and the school, fearing a lawsuit,
decided to disband the groups.
Title IX does not give any spe
cific guidelines, it just says that
institutes of higher education can't

Title IX: The seqm
Of course none of this Title IX
crap would have happened if the
government had a little foresight
when they wrote Title IX.
They put in exemptions for na
tional fraternities and sororities, but
any other campus organizations
that are single sex are forced to
disband or become involved in a
possible lawsuit.

Preventing discrimination in the
workplace, or in education, or
housing is one thing, but the hand
of Big Brother doesn't belong in
strictly social organizations.
The same protection accorded to
the greeks should be extended to
other strictly social clubs, or the
exemptions for greeks should be
abolished. There is no middle

40 years to failure
China doesn't invite the people
on anniversary of people's rule.
Chinese move quickly to quash
unrest in Tibet. These were the
two latest headlines of the San
Diego Union. On October 1, forty
years ago, the People's Republic of
China was created.
This new government promised
its people that it would quickly take
them from poverty and feudal rule
to the forefront of industrialized
nations. Now, forty years later, not
much has changed. Martial law is
in effect in several areas, including

KENT SLIGH

the capital, Beijing.
In Tibet, during last month's
Sholdon (yogurt) Festival, the
martial-law police quickly moved
to return order after a dozen Bud
dhist nuns moved onto a stage and
started chanting"FreeTibet!" This
was the first pro-independence
movement since martial law was
declared there seven months ago.
The hard-liners arc back. The
day before the forty-year anniver
sary, at a party for the leaders in the
Great Hall of the People, Premier
Li Ping reiterated this policy by

LETTERS TO THE VISTA
plea, before this decision wasmade,
I don't even know where to begin.
to be heard, to fight for the club.
Every time I think about this issue
They didn't even let me listen to
(which seems to be most of the
their arguments much less say
time) I become more angry and
anything on be
more determined
half of the club.
to fight. I know
They don't even
University action
that even as I
know one single
write this I will
is unfair to
aspectof the club
leave important
support
groups
nor did they
aspects of this
make an attempt
issue out. But I
to find out.
have to try. A lot
Instead
I
received
a somewhat
of people on this campus are angry,
generic letter two days after I
maybe even as much as I am, but I
learned of the decision.
feel that my group and I have been
Very poor. I feel as though I was
treated completely unfairly.
given virtually no respect. I also
Last year USD decided to set
don't believe that the administra
guidelines for all groups on cam
tion realizes the consequences of
pus. They made a cry to integrate
their decision.
as Title IX demanded.
They have abolished several of
Well, this cry was a weak one. It
the most important groups on
was not heard by everyone, and
campus. They are forcing future
those who heard it did not know
classes tochoose between Greek or
exactly what it meant. The admini
nothing at all as far as social clubs.
stration stated recently thatit"made
Students, especially new ones,
every effort to have single sex or
need a way to meet people. Like it
ganizations open their membership
or not, this was a crucial way. Yes,
so that they would be in compli
ance with the law." They now have there are other ways, but most stu
dents would've been in a support
decided that efforts were not made
group as well as other groups.
so we have been abolished.
Some even decided they wanted
They were and are incorrect.
to do this rather than other groups.
Not only did they make an ex
They passed up opportunities that
tremely poor attempt to comply
will not come again, and now this?
with Title IX (it seems as if only
Does that mean there was some
those organizations which they
thing wrong with them wanting to
frown upon have been truly af
be in a club that was then abolished
fected), efforts were made to inte
by their university? Administra
grate. Is it my responsibility to beg
tors say that this is a nationwide de
any male I meet to be in the club? I
cision (and they state it as if Wash
have male members. Then, when
ington was watching them like 'Big
this point was made, I was told that
Brother'), but I WAS GOING BY
I did not have enough, that I didn't
THE RULES!!
have 50%.

discriminate on the basis of sex.
The University does not want to
test the legality of the support
groups in court, so it's getting rid of
them now.
The school also is using Title IX
to rid the school of groups it finds
offensive for other reasons.
The whole situation, both the
group's attitudes, and the school's
actions, are kind of nauseating.
However, westill may beable to
salvage some good from this situ
ation. The individual groups could
band together to form one giant
group that supports the entire Greek
system, fraternities and sororities
alike.
The new group could also serve
as a bridge between the Greeks and
the rest of the USD population.
Of course given the insulation of
the greeks from the rest of the
population, and the amount of ri
valry between them, this sugges
That is not what Title IX de
tion is probably an overly optimis mands. It demands open member
tic pipe dream. Too bad.
ship. And what about other clubs
and organizations? What about
AS? Is that 50-50? No, it isn't.
Why is there a Woman's Program
and no Men's Program? Is that not
discrimination? The problems they
ground here.
have with support groups seem to
Face it Uncle Sam, sometimes be a blanket. It is evident to me that
men need to be with men, and do they simply do not want the re
men things,and sometimes women sponsibility.
need to be with women, and do
Because of this, my group is
women things.
being discriminated against. I have
No amount of legislation can complied with all of their guide
change that, so maybe it's time to lines. ClubAuggie is an integrated
change the legislation.
club, a separate entity.
We are being punished unjustly.
I state this for several reasons. First
of all I think they have forgotten
that this is a democracy. I made a
praising the crack-down on prodemocracy protestors. According
to the San Diego Union, Li stated
that "We should devote major ef
forts to the strengthening of public
order...(and) give top priority to
fostering a firm and correct politi
cal orientation in the schools."
This latest massacre of Chinese
people by the "People's Govern
ment" is further proof that Mao's
great dream is still just that. The
fact that the government needs to
continually repress its people only
see "40 years" page 7

Instead the administration waits
for the worst possible time and says,
"See Ya!" Some support groups
will choose to go 'underground,'to
continue without USD. I do not
feel this is necessary with my club.
One goes underground for two
reasons: if they have done some
thing wrong and are hiding, or they
are trying to escape some sort of
tyranny. We have done nothing
wrong and I believe USD will real
ize its mistake.
A few administrators have made
an attempt to be fair, to try and
make me feel better. To even make
me feel as though I actually could
make a difference.
They have even set up an open
meeting on Tuesday, Oct. 3, "to
see "Letters" page 7
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More fun with title IX
I know everybody else has written about
this whole Title IX thing, but that's not
going to stop me.
Besides, I think that my insights into this
problem are particularly relevant. Also it
is one o'clock in the morning, nine hours
before we go to press, and I have this
whole column to fill.
It's a good thing I am writing though,since
I think everybody else missed the point.
Why are the support groups blaming the
University for their fate? The University is
only guilty of looking out for itself.
If I were a little sister (not likely) I would
be angry at the fraternities.
The letter on the page opposite this one
from the (ex)president of Club Auggie says
that the University has "abolished several
of the most important groups on campus."
Of couse she is wrong.
These support groups aren't even impor
tant to the people they support. None of
the national fraternities are willing to take
responsibility for the support groups of
their chapters here on campus.
Does that give you some idea of how
important you are?
Of course now ex-little sisters all across
campus are getting mad at me and tearing
up the paper into little pieces.
Why are they mad at me?!
They are mad at me because it is easier
than being mad at their best friends in the
fraternities. After all, their friends in the
fraternity didn't do anything.
Most of them probably didn't do anything
at all, just like their nationals.
I have heard defenders of the fraternities
point out that the national fraternities did
not ban little sister organizations, they just
decided not to recognize them.
I have to admit that they have a point:
the nationals' decision not to ban little sister
groups is a fine, noble, empty gesture. I'm
sure it means a lot to the little sisters who
can think back and remember when their
group used to exist.
The whole thing comes down to money —
I'm sure guys in the fraternity didn't think
it was much fun giving up their little
sisters, but I guess they decided it was
more fun than getting sued.
Also there is that little matter of the law.
Single-sex organizations are currently
illegal.
Little sisters have no place to turn. If you
want to be a member of a single-sex
organization on this campus you had
better rush a sorority next semester.
And if you can't afford it you have yet
another reason to get mad at the Greek
system.
I don't want to be too hard on the Greeks.
Ultimately the reason the little sisters are
no longer on campus is that single-sex
organiztions are against the law.
Little sisters were probably doomed
whether the fraternities awknowleged
them or not
But it was nice that the guys got a chance
to show the girls just how important they
were.
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Should we legalize drugs? No Way!
By Jonathan Canedo
Even as Colombia desperately continues
its fight against the drug traffickers, many
people in this country continue their mis
guided talk about decriminalization of ille
gal drugs. Some people are also calling
President Bush's new war on drugs a failure
before itcan even be started. With this nega
tive attitude, nothing will ever be accom
plished against drugs.
Perhaps Bush's plan is not the best re
sponse to the drug problem, however it is
preferable to doing nothing and much better
than the ill conceived and stupid notion of
legalizing drugs.
The main arguments that those who favor
decriminalization use is to try to draw an
comparsion with the Prohibition Era. How
ever, there are a few differences between
alcohol and narcotics, especially crack. One
drink does not make an alcoholic. However,
studies show that one puff of crack can cause
addiction. Also, while bootlegging caused
much violence and contributed to crime, the
magnitude of the problem with drugs is be
yond comparsion. Anyone who thinks that
street gangs will just up and disappear be
cause they can get their drugs cheaper and
legally is crazy. Violence would probably
escalate as more and more people tried the
newly legal drugs and access to the drugs
would become even more widespread.
When Prohibition ended, millions of
people went out to celebrate by having a few
drinks. What would occur if millions of
people decided to try drugs because it was
now legal to do so? The costs to society
would be staggering, making the amounts
we spend now appear insignificant.
The only point on which the pro-decriminalization people make sense is in their call

for better education on the affects of drugs.
Education is the only way we will ever defeat
drugs, but to tell everyone that crack is bad
for you but you can get some from the local
drugstore is hypocrisy.
Now people will say that is what society
does with cigarettes. And while cigarettes
are addicting, very few people die from one
time use of cigarettes. Ask Len Bias about
that.
Some other people declare that if some
one wants to "fry their brain" it is their
business. Bull...! Anyone who believes in
that or is against any drug testing should talk
with the families of the victims of the Amtrak
crash outside Baltimore a few years back.
The engineer of a Conrail locomotive was
just exercising his right to fry a few brain
cells when he smashed into the passenger
train, killing sixteen and injuring dozens.
Just think about the number of people
who murder others— then try to escape jus
tice by claiming that they were high at the
time. Legalization would legitimize that
defense by allowing free access to drugs.

Letters

continued from page 6
discuss alternative ways to be involved on campus."
Well, I know my options and I have made my
choices. Numerous other students know their op
tions as well and have chosen to be a part of the club.
I feel the need to voice my opinion and to try and
make a difference. I have the support of at least 350
members of the USD 'community.' And what about
their enthusiasm, their drive? How can I channel this
energy? I have even heard that support groups are
degrading to women. That in itself was a discrimi
natory remark. Everyone who knows me or the
members of Club Auggie realize that we are not
discriminatory nor are we setting back the progress
of the nation. We are instead pushing it ahead.
Tara Allgood
(ex)President of Club Auggie

40 Years

continued from page 6
proves that communism, at least the examples avail
able today, is not working.
Should the US be concerned with the recentdevel
opments? Expressing outrage can only placate the
diplomats. UN outrage is only slightly better. Im
posing economic sanctions may actually hurt those
that need help the most Yet sanctions are the only
viable alternative the rest of the world seems to have.
Until the hard-liners fall out of power or otherwise
disgrace themselves, it seems that the pro-democ
racy movement in China has a long way to go before
it can emulate the movement in Eastern Europe.

And would legalization put the drug
barons out of business? They control the
sources of most of the illegal drugs. Would
the government make them partners in a
legalized venture? Or if the government
tried to cut out the dealers, what would stop
them from underselling the government and
continuing the violence? Nothing.
Legalization would be a horrible error
from which this country could not ever re
cover. And while education is the key in the
long run, interdiction and enforcement are
needed as well. Don't give the drug user the
respect he doesn't deserve. Maybe we can
not end the problem, but we can aid our allies
who are trying to cope with the crisis and we
can make life hard on those who sell poison
in our streets.
Bush's plan is a good one. And the efforts
of the Colombians should be applauded, not
undercut by talk of decriminalization. People
are right, this is a war we are engaged in. And
it would be far belter to continue fighting
than to surrender unconditionally to those
who are responsible for so many lives lost

A tale of two countries
By Jonathan Canedo
The recent refugee problem be
tween East and West Germany has
revived talk of possible German
reunification in the near future.
Reunification had always been a
question put off for the future, but
with the flood of East Germans flow
ing westward the question has a more
immediate feel to it
The problem with reunification is
that while everyone seems to be talk
ing about it, no one wants it. West
Germany, while always hoping for
eventual reunification, does not rel
ish the prospect of suddenly having
tocareforl6million additional citi
zens.
The Soviet Union is also opposed
to that idea. A unified Germany
unleashed the worst war ever on the
Soviet Union and Moscow fears a
strong and united Germany. The
Soviet Union also depends on East
Germany asa buffer against the west.
With over 300,000 soldiers stationed
in East Germany, maintaining a
friendly government in Berlin is cru
cial to Soviet national security.
The United States has it's own
reasons for not pushing for reunifica
tion. The United States does not want
to push for reunification since that

would raise tensions with the Soviet
Union.
As a result of these differing rea
sons for opposing reunification, it
remains highly unlikely in the near
future. This has caused many of East
Germany's most talented young
people to flee to West Germany to
build a better life.
The response of Berlin's Warsaw
Pact allies to these refugees has only
added to the problem. By allowing
these refugees to go west, they have
inadvertently convinced more East
Germans to make the attempt.
In the end, the problem rests with
East Germany. Too many factors
preclude a reunification and West
Germany is not willing to turn away
those who they consider citizens.
East Germany then must reform,
something they have successfully
fought so far, or risk losing their
future to the west.
With preparations continuing in
Berlin for the fortieth anniversary
celebrations of the founding of East
Germany, the East German leader
ship can no longer afford todeny that
change is needed. To do otherwise is
to ignore the facts and continue to
slip farther and farther behind their
former countrymen to the west.
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Adventures in Dining

Analysis of a USD party:
part one
by Michael K.
Here I am reporting live from Laguna 32X,
surrounded by 25 of my closest friends, whom
I just met: Jody, Jennifer, John, Jessica, Jack
and Zack, just to name a few.
I am equipped with a light beer in hand -1 hate
lights, but that doesn't matter, I can't distin
guish a lite from cafeteria fruitpunch anymore,
anyway. Not that I am in anyway incoherent,
but I'm raising the question of if there is a dif
ference between light and fruit punch
(hiccup!)....but back to my story.
I am standing behind the counter in the kitchen,
right next to the motherload, since I know that
inside is.... more light! Now there is some
poetry. Looking into the living room I see a
whole new world of wonder. There are just as
many different characters in here as there were
in that space bar in the first episode of Star
Wars.
Over to my right I find Joe Sixpack, the guy
who buys his own six pack of manly beer (i.e. no
lite), and his ardent follower Joe Halfpack,
who's under THE AGE and carries Sixpack's
pack. In the middle I see Whats-his-face (the
guy whose name everyone somehow forgets)
talking with Where's-he-from, alias "Do-you-

a new series reviewing the culinary opportunites off erred at USD
by The Gagging Gourmet

know-him," "He's-kinda-cute," "Wheredid-he-go," and my favorite "Who-did-hetake-with-him." On hand we also have the
faithful boyfriend (always flirting with his
loved one), and the other faithful boyfriend
(always flirting with someone else).
Sitting, no, most likely lying, on one of the
beds with the door half-way open, I see
Scammer, and I know that I don't have to
explain that term, now do I? And speak of
the devil, here comes The Couple-lost-forhour-in-the-other-bedroom.
As usual,
Someone-who-thinks-he's-funny comments
on the shirt being on backwards.
Being funny is no easy task, just ask I-wasfunny-'til-I-drank. He is the one who is
passed out in one of the many hidden cor
ners drunk people somehow always find.
His counterpart, I'm-not-funny-I'm-fromN.Y., is in fact a blast when totally blasted

Last Wednesday,as is my custom, I went
to the cafeteria after my 8 o'clock class to
eat breakfast. Bad choice.
I must have caught the kitchen crew on a
bad morning. Usually the breakfasts are
not too bad; however Wednesday was
different I should have been forewarned
by the fact that no one else seemed to be in
the cafeteria when I entered, but I was too
busy perusing the headlines in the LA
Times.
At least my tray was dry. Usually, the
trays are sopping wet,causing my napkins
to stick to the tray and rendering them
unusable. The silverware was also rela
tively clean. I could tell that the utensils
had been washed due to the apparent lack
of sheeting action which resulted in a nice
array of spots on all of the silverware.
After inspecting the silverware, I walked
over to the food line. I now looked up
from my paper and was suddenly cau
tious. Only one other person was any
where near the food line. Where were all
the other people who usually partake of
breakfast at the cafeteria? Why weren't
these people here?
I soon found out. I quickly passed over
the first couple of entrees. The first was
this solid mass of a yellowish substance
that was labeled optimistically as "Egg
Omelet." I wasn't fooled. There was a
buildup of liquid on the bottom of the pan
and the "eggs" were covered by a 1/4inch brown layer. Not at all like mom
used to make. The second entree was hash
browns, however I could see no 'brown'
in them and as a result was loathe to take
anyone's word that they were in fact hash
browns.
I did, however, sample the third entree
which appeared to be sausage patties. At
least I could instantly recognize what they
had been at some time. I asked for one and
received two, and my protests that I only
wanted one sausage patty were met with
looks of confusion on the faces of the
servers, so to prevent a scene, I took the
sausage.
Realizing that sausage by itself does not
constitute a well-rounded breakfast,I also
took two of the waffles that made up the
last entree. Two things about the waffles
threw me off at first. One, they were not
in the traditional squarish waffle shape
that I had come to associate with waffles.
Two, they were a shade darker than any
other waffles I had ever encountered be
fore, except for a few a couple of years
ago that I had accidently left in the waffle
iron for approximately 45 minutes.
Anyway, I left the food line and headed

Oh boy, get me outta here!!! I have a
question. Did any of you notice I was only
mentioning "Girllie Manne,"who drink those
gruesome lights, and manly men? Well the
women are another story to be told later. In
any case, a good time was had by all.

Student Profile: Christof Kubitka
Editor's note: occasionally the Vista will feature USD students who have
unique backgrounds or experiences. If you know of such a student, please
submit their name and a brief synopsis of why they are worth profiling to the
Vista Office, c.o. Inside Alcala.
by Mary Pat Shields
Freedom of expression and many good friends
is what Christoph Kubitza found when he came
to the United States.
Christoph Kubitza, president of the Interna
tional Students Organization, and a junior here
at USD is by all means an "international" stu
dent.
By birth he is both a French and German
citizen, but having been raised in neither society
he does not refer to himself as either French or
German but "European."
From a family of four, Christoph was born in
the Phillipines and has lived in Germany and
Mexico City. His family now resides in Luxem
burg.
Christoph began his college education in Paris,
but was unsatisfied in where it was leading him.
After serving in the French Army for a year he
came to San Diego to return to school, improve
his English (one of the five languages he speaks
flawlessly), and for a little bit of sunshine.
After studying at Grossmont College and San
Diego StateUniversity, Christoph came to USD
in the fall of '88.
While attending USD he participates on the
Rugby team and has been an active member of
ISO. Serving as president of ISO this year,
Christoph has high hopes for the club and its
interaction among both American and foreign
students.
Christoph is a very outgoing and energetic
person. Although he once was very shy, hesays
that since coming to the United States he has
found it much easier to express himself.
He says that the best thing that has happened to
him since he has been here is "the ability to
prove my self-confidence and capabilities." One

thing that he attributes this to is that college
in San Diego is much more enjoyable and
personable than his school in Paris was.
"I am much more comfortable here than in
France...1 have learned what I really am, and
what I am capable of."
Christoph intends to graduate in Decem
ber of 1990 with a degree in business, then
spend a year in San Diego gaining some
professional experience in the business
world.
His other plans for life after USD include
returning to school to receive a masters
degree in international business, which will
eventually lead to a job with an export
company. But where it will take him in the
world is another question.

towards the beverage bar. I chose a glass
of milk, some orange juice, and a large
cup of coffee, black of course. I also got
some syrup to go with the waffles. I then
proceeded to a table strategically situated
in the middle of the cafeteria seating area
and commenced eating.
The waffles surprised me. They were
rather good. Previous experience had
told me to expect the waffles not to be
warm, but they were. The dark shade was
explained by the fact that they were not
constructed out of the usual bland white
enriched flour that is the norm. Instead,
they were made out of wheat flour that
gave them an interesting flavor. I sup
pose that made them healthier as well, but
the substantial amount of syrup that I had
poured over them (in the belief that they
would have no flavor whatsoever) proba
bly destroyed whatever positive effects
were contained in the wheat flour.
The sausage was another story. I've
seen hockey pucks that were not as hard.
The only thing missing, besides flavor,
was a little stamp in the middle of them
marked NHL. On the other hand, a small
lake of grease had formed around them
creating a pair of little islands on my
plate. I was amazed. Somehow they had
been cooked in such a manner that they
were at the same time harder, and drier,
than most substances known to man and
also greasy. Incredible. After bending
my fork trying to cut the sausage, I gave
up and turned to the beverages I had
acquired.
I had no complaints there. The milk was
cold, and even better, the glasses them
selves were not warm. The orange juice
had j ust the right amount of pulp - enough
to add that full fruity flavor, but not an
overpowering amount which usually re
sults in walking around with orange pieces
stuck between your teeth. The coffee was
good. The flavor was not great in itself,
but the coffee was strong, resulting in a
high level of caffeine, which I look for in
a cup of coffee to help me wake up.
The only problem I had during this time
was when I went to get another cup of
coffee. I left my tray and newspaper at the
table. As I was getting the coffee, I no
ticed an industrious employee starting to
clean off my breakfast before I could fin
ish it. I rushed back to the table only in
time to save my paper. On this note, I
decided that it was as good a time as any
to finish my breakfast, since it had been
carried off in any case. I picked up my
paper, drained my coffee mug, and left for
class.

Overall, I would rate this meal as passable. The only thing which saved the
NJ meal from receiving the lower horrendous rating was the combination of the
M high caffeine content of the coffee and those darn tasty wheat waffles (at least
I think they were wheat). However, I am glad that I possess a meal plan. The
thought of anyone paying $4.00 for the opportunity to bend their fork on a hockey
puck is simply distressing.

1 FORK = HORRENDOUS
3 FORKS = PRETTY GOOD
v

2 FORKS = PASSABLE
4 FORKS = YUMM!
y
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"Were sororities ever intended
for women, or just girls?"
Latest Lunch Bunch stirs immediate response from Greeks
by J.M. Aburac
The USD Women's Program held its First
Lunch Bunch of the school year last Tuesday
that aroused the interest of many sorority
members. The Lunch Bunch involves get
ting men and women together to discuss
modem day issues while enjoying lunch.
Last week the group discussed the question
of "Were Sororities Ever Intended for
Women, or Just Girls?"
Almost all of the people who attended the
meeting were members of sororities who
wanted to defend the position that sororities
were indeed for women, not just girls. They
argued that belonging to a sorority helped a
young girl develop the skills she needed in
order to grow into a mature woman. A
general opinion held by those involved in the
Greek system was that membership in a
sorority gave one a great boost of confi
dence. One person described the sororities
as a "sort of support system."
Sororities were also thought to provide its
members with leadership experience, espe
cially if one was on an executive board of
some sort. Sitting on an executive board
provided one with the experience of working
along with several other people who do not
always agree. The sorority members at the
meeting believed that the confidence and
leadership experience that sororities provide

enable its members to survive in a "man's
world."
Another question raised at the meeting con
cerned the image of sororities by non-mem
bers. Most people at the program voiced the
opinion that non-members usually view so
rorities and fraternities as merely social clubs.
The sorority members at the meeting argued
that this was clearly not the case. They felt
that people outside the Greek system were
simply unaware of the study hours required
and the philanthropy involved in a sorority or
fraternity.
When asked what sororities might do to
change their overly social image, advocates
felt that, in general, people would always
view sororities in the way that they wanted,
no matter what.
The issue in question was resolved from the
perspective of the sorority advocates. As one
sorority member simply stated, "We don't
graduate girls, we graduate women."
The Women's Program would like to thank
all those that attended the meeting. There
will be another program sponsored by the
group on October 10, concerning "Assertiveness versus Aggressiveness." It will take
place in the conference room on the second
floor of Serra Hall, and both men and women
are invited.

Attention Business Majors !
Announcing a Co-op Program
January 1990 - June 1990

What is a Co-op?

An opportunity to work fulltime every other semester
while attending USD alternate
semesters.

Where do you work?

General Dynamics
Convair Division.

What positions are
available?

Paid experiences in Finance,
Business, Accounting.

Who is eligible?

What is the first
step?

Sophomores and Juniors working towards
a degree in business, with an emphasis in
Accounting or Finance.
Also must have at least a 3.0 GPA.

Check with Carmen Barcena,
Olin Hall, Room 322, for an
application before October 19th.

General Dynamics will be
on campus, October 19.

i

Terry Ehmann - political science/history - senior
"Open the VirginVaults'[Camino/Founders]. We're
not little kids anymore."

Steve Morgan - psychology - junior "I would like
to see a pub on campus. Then students would not
have to drive off campus - putting themselves in
danger of driving drunk."
•:y.:i i:.; • •11 • ••••:•• • • 1: ; •
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Carolyn DeCuir -international relations - senior
"People are too apathetic. They do things in their own
little world, and aren't interested in student activities.
Get more involved!"

Courtney Peterson - undeclared - freshman
"Include Carl's Jr. on our cash plus. That way
I don't have to keep getting money out [of the
cash machine].

Mike Erlinger - business - sophomore "Get
rid of graduation requirements and let us party."
compiled by Tim Hite

RPM TAKES YOU
ON A RIDE TO
KNOTT'S SCARY FARM'
ON FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 13
Tickets are $ 1 3 at the Ticket Box
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Hungry? Take a hike.
by Patty O'Connor
I literally took a hike during my venture to
seek out good places to eat that are pretty
close to home. Good excercise and good
food—what more can you ask for?
If you're dying for a Big Mac, it's about a
25-minute trek east on Linda Vista—uphill.
Personally, I'd rather starve but you never
can tell how ravenous some people really
get.
RightacrossfromMcDonald's(6945Linda
Vista) is Del Taco (2399 Ullric and Linda
Vista).
Now, Del Taco serves tacos and hamburg
ers in addition to their breakfast menu. Kind
of makes me wonder.... But hey, starting
October 4th they will be open 24 hours and
are offering a10% discount to students with
ID'S.
One catch, this deal is only a steal during the
Camping and off-road adventure at Corral Canyon graveyard shifts from 11pm to 7am and lasts
These trails have been rated as most difficult for one month ending November 4th. So,
by Chris Orr
I just had to get away. Sometimes city life and should not be attempted by a single you night owls, be wise and check this one
person, unless getting stranded in the middle out while it's cheap.
gets on a person's nerves. So I wrote a letter
of nowhere with your ride stuck in a hole or About 5 minutes or so down the road there's
to the United States Forest Service and
a Jack in the Box (7170 Linda Vista). The
worse is your idea of fun.
awaited a reply.
only real advantage in taking this route is the
Aside
from
the
nails
there
were
numerous
To people who have just moved to Califor
hike back home is all downhill. Otherwise,
whoop-de-doos
to
blast
around
in
and
raise
nia, San Diego in particular, the area seems
you'd be wise to just take the ol'auto to feast
dust.
Some
of
the
trails
to
be
tried
are
the
mighty slim for hiking grounds and off-road
at these franchises.
Sidewinder
and
the
Bronco
Peak.
The
ma
trails. You can't swing a dead cat without
Go west, young man, go west A quick ten
jority of the trails though are limited to ATV's
hitting a sign prohibiting such activity.
minutes
on Linda Vista will get you far as far
Fortunately, the Forest Service sent a reply and motorcycles.
as
food
goes.
Take a right on Napa and you
telling me exactly where I could take my
There are two campsites in the Corral
Canyon. They were the Corral Canyon
Jeep and disappear for a day or three. It
Campground and Bobcat Meadow Camp
seems that a short drive East on Interstate 8
ground. I stayed at Bobcat Meadow, as it was
(approx. 1 hour out of El Cajon) and an exit
the closest and it was getting dark.
onto Buckman Springs Road and you could
There is no running water so you have to
find yourself in the heart of the Cleveland
pack it in, but there are fire rings available
National Forest.
and an ample choice of camp areas.
Following Buckman Springs Road to the
At night, away from the city, the stars come
left, passing a small school, you'll come
out in full force and when your're perfectly
upon a road on your right proclaiming the
quiet you can hear the night animals moving
Lake Morena recreational facility.
in the brush close by.
The road becomes a twisty dirt trail, that
Morning comes and the sun shines over the
will take you to Lake Morena. If you like,
mountains and through the trees. The bugs
you can camp here for a $7.00 fee but there
are present in droves. Not a good time to
is no four-wheeling allowed.
Stay on the trail for four more miles, past a discover that you forgot your insect repel
jJT* Tio Leo's *.
.*
lent
small detention center, and you enter the
The morning is the best time to get your
Conral Canyon Off-Road Vehicle Area. This
driving in. Later in the afternoon the ATV
area covering approximately half a dozen
L'NDA VlSTA
and motorcycle traffic gets heavier and you
square miles is exclusively for ORV's.
have to watch the cross-trails.
I found to my own delight that four of the
eleven trails could be handled by a Jeep.
Continued on page 11

Get away
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Discounted fares!
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Book now for your
Holiday Reservations

299-6171

Special College
Student Program
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6110 Friars Rd., Suite 201
San Diego, Ca. 92108
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Directly above El Tecolote
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Insurance Brokers
3838 Camino
Del Rio North
*315

McDonald's

RAZORS EDGE
Barber & Beauty Salon
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CALL US FIRST
584-6400
WESTLAND

•Jack in 4he
Box
Del Taco

Fashion Valley's

1

AUTO INSURANCE
CAN BE
AFFORDABLE!

Within Walking Distance
of USD

can get hit in the face with a bean burrito.
Tio Leo's Mexican Restaurant on Napa
(5302) is a really appealing place complete
with a lounge that housesa big screen TV and
a rotating schedule of live band perform
ances to dance your tacos off to. Be sure to
bring a valid ID if you want to hit the lounge
because this family owned joint has a rep to
protect! Take out available, too.
Nico's Mexican Food (5151 Morena Blvd.)
is just a leap down Morena Road and is
highly recommended by fellow Camino
habitants. Food to gooo!
Cross the road, you polios, and pay La
Posta's Taco Shop a visit (1112 Morena).
One word of advice, if you don't speak
Spanish, speak Slowish.
Also in this small strip mall, there'sa Freshh!
Donuts and Yogurt and your favorite and
mine—Subway (1122 Morena) usually a
pretty safe choice.
Sardina's Italian Restaurant (1129
Morena) is for you pasta fiends. You'll need
the carbos to make your way back up the hill,
that's for sure! Never fear, with all the
running around we do on campus if we can't
make it up the hill, nobody can! Right?
Yeah, right.
Wish there were more to share with you,
but, that's going to have todo it for now. So,
go and order to your heart's content. Just be
sure you bring along some good after-dinner
conversation so the hike home doesn't leave
you hurting for some Turns.

:

i

*Color Highlighting
*Permanents
•Facial & Waxing
•Sculptured Nails
20% Student Discount
(with this ad)

JM

291-5330
122 Fashion Valley-Next to Fashion Valley 4 Theatres
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Beat Farmers set to raise the roof
By Linda Murray
What can I say about the Beat Farmers?
After reading the "Beat Farmer's Almanac"
I have a pretty basic idea of what this band is
all about. They are a rowdy pop party band
trapped in the bodies of a country-western
singers.
The Beat Fanners are a local band, emerg
ing from somewhere near El Centra. They
started at the Spring Valley Inn (just like
Mojo and Skid), and have gone on to gigs all
over the U.S. and Europe.
The Farmers "cultural leader" is 'Country'
Dick Montana, a local who is known as the
only school officer to be relieved of his
duties at Grossmont High. (His first speech
was a little disturbing!) Dick's talents in
clude vocals, drums, guitar and accordion.
Then there is Jerry 'Don't Call Me
Cheeselips' Raney. It's been said that Jerry
was "abandoned as an infant-discovered
and raised by migrant farm workers in and

around Imperial County and the San Joacquin Valley." Jerry is responsible for vocals,
guitar, drums and harp.
Role'Sprinklerhead' Rugbyme was bom in
a bam in Missouri, and has progressed, so to
speak, to playing bass guitar. Joey 'Mud'
Harris is a child of the '60s who is loosely
related tosome stewardess, a poet,and a very
minor member of the Kingston Trio.
Their diverse and unique pasts have laid the
groundwork for a really incredible band.
Some of their songs, such as "Hollywood
Hills" and "Make it Last", actually get radio
play. Their best known album is "The Pursuit
of Happiness", which issaid tofeature "some
of the best guitar work of the year."
The Beat Farmers perform good music with
a great sense of humor.
Looks like it's time to see the IFsitrana<ecr s
at Iguanas on Saturday, October 7 at
8pm. For tickets and information call 230TJTJ.

rf#
0

What is this monstrosity? This statue on the Structures lab at UCSD represents the
best and worst in all of us. At dusk virtues and the opposite vices are flashed, visible
at great distances. Seems rather a plain structure, but the emphasis is where it outta
be-— on the words.

A Cat's House ?
Sunday October 8
4-8pm
5010 Northaven Avenue, San Diego
Take Interstate 5 to Clairemont Drive
Right on Burgener Boulevard
Right on Northhaven Avenue
276-3621(H) 233-9100(W)
Just when you thought you had seen it all
you are invited to a Cat's House: an altered
home foraltered cats. Each day BobWalker
and Francis Mooney go off to the Gallery
Store leaving the home in custody of their
six feline companions.
If, as they say, possession is nine-tenths of
the law, then the house truly belongs to
them. For two years the house has under
gone modification to satisfy the needs of the
cat caretakers.
One hundred-and-ten feet of interior Cat
walk has been constructed in a typical, inneed-of-repair *50's tract home in Claire
mont. The six cats pass through walls and
frolic on their own seven-foot high elevated
walkway.

The path intersects walls through cut-out
openings in shapes of a mouse hole, flame,
skull and crossed bones, star and cat facecomplete with whiskers.
A twenty-three step spiral staircase pro
vides convenient access to the overhead
path. Additional entry is possible on a
sixteen-foot inclined ramp and a floor-toceiling climbing/scratching column.
The hallway incorporates nineteen feet of
ruby-red neon in a twisting Catwalk river of
light.
The residentcats thinks all cats should live
this way. They would like to assist the less
fortunate felines.
On Sunday October 8 they will open their
home and Catwalk for a public reception
benefitting the National Cat Protection So
ciety; a shelter and cat retirement/place
ment center devoted to the protection of all
cats and the humane education of children.
A voluntary donation of $5 per person is
requested. Larger donations will assisteven
more. Spare cat toys and food are always
needed. Pot-luck people food will also help,

Campings
Continued from page 10
This is a great place for frustrated fourwheelers. I know your're out there. Jeeps,
Landcruisers, Blazers, Broncos and Wran
glers can put their drives to thetest Even you
wanna-be off-roaders can have a good time if
you find one of us experienced Jeepers to

make sure you don't get stuck.
For further information and a great trail
map of the area you can write to the:
United States Dept. of Agriculture: Forest
Service
Cleveland National Forest
880 Front St., Room 5-N-14
San Diego, CA 92188
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There's more to life than Rocky V
Landmark Theatres offer more than the usual cinema fare

44

We
want to
educate
people to
g°°d _ _

films, j j
by Linda Murray
At one point they were silent movie
houses, pomo flick joints,grand Egyp
tian theatres. They used toshow "Ben
Hur," "Cleopatra" and all the greats.
In the'70s they played"art films," and
now they are the specialty cinemas of
San Diego: the Cove, the Guild, the
Park and the Ken.
Some of you may have gone to one of
these charismatic theatres. They each
have a unique spirit that traps you.
Once you've caught a show at one of
these theatres, you'lldefinatelybe back
for more.
After seeing some fantastic foreign
films at the Ken and the Park, you
might wonder how these small spe
cialty theatrescan compete with AMC.
Well, I recently had the pleasure of
meeting Steve Russell, city manager
of Landmark Theatres, who took the
time to talk to me about the theatres'
past and future. 'They don't com
pete," says Steve. He explains that the
theatres stay in business because they
play exclusives that the major cine
mas simply don't play. The four the
atres just attract a different crowd.
While the masses go to "Batman" at
AMC, a devoted crowd may go to see
"Au Revoir Les Enfants" at the Ken.
They simply draw on different audi
ences.
The films that play at any of these
four theatres are not heavily adver
tised on thefour majornetworks. They
don't have MTV videos accompany
ing their release. Of course, many of
the films have won multipleawards at
Cannes and elsewhere. There is al
ways a crowd at the theatres, but it is
never crowded. The audience is al
ways diverse and usually devoted to
quality film.
Landmark Theatres, which owns the
Ken, the Park, the Cove and the Guild,
has become the largest art theatre chain
in the U.S. They own more than 100
theatres in L.A., St. Louis, New Or
leans, and just about anywhere else
you can imagine. The films are cho
sen in Berkeley and distributed

throughout thecoun
try.
The stories behind
these theatres are as
interesting as the
films they play. For
example, the Guild
was built in 1919 as a
silent movie house. It later became a pomo
house, and fell into ill-repute with the com
munity. The Guild was given to Landmark
Theatres with the purchase of some land.
The Ken was built in 1948 and played al
most all Japanese films for years. Landmark
bought the Ken in 1978. The Cove was also
built in 1948. It was remodeled in 1963 and
bought by Landmark in 1983.
The Park was THE theatre in the '50s and
'60s. It was built in 1926 as an Egyptian
theatre, and if you look very carefully, some
vestiges of its grand past can be seen in the
decor. It too was a pomo house until Great
American Bank bought the place. It is now
leased to Landmark.
The decor in these theatres is interesting, as
are their lay-outs. Some require a climb up a
steep grade to get to the cinema through the
lobby. Another has a tiny lobby but a huge
cinema. All of the theatres seat between 500600 people.
So much for the past, now for the future.
Landmark Theatres is planning to build a
five-screen multiplex in the lot across from
Corvette Diner, in Hillcrest. It should be
completed in about 2 years, and will show
exclusives and foreign films.
No major renovations are planned for the
first four theatres. There may be some new
paint at the Ken, and perhaps a new sound
system at the Park, but basically they will
remain intact and original.
Steve Russell is correct when he says, "A lot
more people would enjoy our films than see
them." These theatres offer classics, revolu
tionary films, and award-winning master
pieces. They are always varied and refresh
ing, as well as thought-provoking and infor
mative. The selections are good and the
theatres are great, so get there! Take one
evening to acquire a new addiction; go to the
Park, the Ken, the Cove or the Guild soon!

Photos by Mike Spengler

The city manager stands (rather proudly, we think) in front of the Park
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Alternative groups
put a spin on Neil
Young covers

Johnny Handsome can't ride on its looks
by Phil Tiberi

Johnny Handsome, a new drama by TriStar Pictures featuring Mickey Rourke and
Ellen Barkin,opened nationwide on Septem
ber 29th.
Other notable actors and actresses involved
in the movie are Elizabeth McGovern, Mor
gan Freeman, Forest Whitaker, and Lance
Henriksen.
Mickey Rourke plays John Sedley, inap
propriately called Johnny Handsome because
of his deformed face that has literally made
him a social outcast. Life seems to havedealt
him an unfair hand which has also led him to
spend time behind bars for felony crimes.
Only Mikey, played by Scott Wilson, gives

Mickey Rourke

John the compassion and understanding he
desperately needs. However, their friend
ship will ultimately determineJohnny's fate.
Mikey convinces John to plan the robbery
of a coin shop along with the help of two
devious accomplices. These two associates,
Sunny Boyd and Rafe Garret, played by
Ellen Barkin and Lance Henriksen prove to
be vicious backstabbers with nothing in mind
but a huge chunk of change as they kill
Mikey and attempt to kill Johnny as well.
Johnny decides to go to jail instead of
fingering the assailants. By a freak experi
ment, Johnny is given reconstruclive surgery
and a chance for a new life.
This is where the conflict occurs. Should
one dutifully avenge their best friend's death
or live a law-abiding life leaving the past
behind.
Sound familiar? Well, it is. There's noth
ing new about this revenge motif that seems
to reappear on the screen in one form or
another.
However, it's not the lack of acting that
keeps the film from taking off, this should be
obvious when one takes into account the
amount of potential available with this cast.
Instead, the movie is too shallow, thus mak
ing the characters one-dimensional. The
film tries to develop the characters too
quickly, not giving enough detail to them as
well as the plot.
This is a shame too because Mickey Rourke,
Year of the Dragon and Angel Heart, is
probably one of the most intriguing actors of
this decade. The only promising thing going

for him in Johnny Handsome is that there is
definitely an innerconflict that causes him to
be involved in the type of lifestyle he cur
rently lives. However, the movie capitalizes
heavily on the exterior conflict, namely his
face, leading only to the quick demise of this
film.
Morgan Freeman, Lt. AZ. Drones, man
ages to instill some light-hearted humor to
keep theaudience alive. Although the movie
appears to have potential because of the cast
and plot, it never quite hits home.
Maybe next time we'll get lucky and have a
revenge film that is unique and original. I
doubt it.

by Marisa Elicon
The Bridge from Caroline Records is a
combination of classic Rock'n'Roll and al
ternative rock talent. This album is a tribute
to Neil Young, which features some of the
best songs of his career and some of the best
bands in the college rock scene.
It opens with Soul Asylum covering
"Barstool Blues." This song sets the prece
dent for the rest of the album. It is a focus on
guitars and a harder rock sound than the
original Neil Young versions.
Victoria Williams and The Williams Broth
ers perform "Don' t Let It Bring You Down."
Listening to the vocals one might think Vic
toria Williams is a female Neil Young. This
track and the last track by Henry Kaiser,
which is a medley of 'The Needle and the
Damage Done/Tonight's the Night," are the
only two tracks that try to imitate Young.
The rest of the artists give a fresh approach
that will be appealing to both Neil Young
fans and also their own audiences. The
Flaming Lips, Loop, Sonic Youth,and Dino
saur Jr. cover "After The Gold Rush,""Cin
namon Girl," "Computer Age," and "Lotta
Love" respectively.
The Flaming Lips and Loop begin their
songs with heavy distortion and feedback.
Dinosaur Jr. not only distorts the music but
also the vocals.
If you are a fan of Dinosaur you would
Continued on page 14
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Country singer spots
Elvis in UFO

by Jonathan Canedo
Well, Ray Stevens is at it again. For those
of you who do not know who Ray Stevens is,
he is one of the best songwriters around, and
definitely the funniest. His past classics
include "Jeremiah Peabody's Poly-Unsaturated Quick Dissolving Fast Acting Pleasant
Tasting Green and Purple Pills," a send up of
the advertising industry, and "Mississippi
Squirrel Revival,"a jab at a Southern Baptist
church. He also recently released "Would
Jesus Wear a Rolex,"a
slashing satirical attack
on television preach
ers.
However, Ray Ste
vens is also known for
his more serious songs.
He has won two Gram mys for his serious
works, in 1970 for
"Everything is Beauti
ful" and in 1975for his
arrangement
of
"Misty."
And in "Beside My
self' he gives us some
of both types of songs.
Side one contains five
serious songs while
side two has five very
funny tunes. Sincel'm
partial to the funny
songs, that's the side I
listened to first.
The first song on the
second side is the best
song of the album. It's titled "I Saw Elvis in
a UFO." It recounts the adventure one eve
ning of a not'too swift trout fisherman who is
accosted by aliens and spots Elvis, Howard
Hughes, and Jimmy Hoffaon board the UFO.
The next song is also excellent. Titled 'The
Woogie Boogie," Stevens transposes an
Indian chant into a full-blown boogie tune
more reminiscent of Tommy Dorsey than of
a country singer.
The other three songs on the second side are
all good, but not in the league of "I Saw Elvis
in a UFO" or "The Woogie Boogie," which
I found to be among the best songs Ray
Stevens hasever done. "Stuck on You" is the
story of a guy who has a mishap with a tube
of Superglue and literally becomes attached
to his girlfriend. The last two songs on this
side are "Bad Dancing," a satirical look at
society and yuppies,and "I Used toBe Crazy,"

a slightly humorous song including chicken
clucks, primal screams, and paranoid schizo
phrenic outbursts.
The first side nicely balances the humor of
the second side. The first two songs are love
songs which bridge the gap between the
serious and the funny. "Your Bozo's Back
Again" is a kinda slow ballad which shows a
comic trying to hide his personal feelings.
"Another Fine Mess" is a better song. It
moves along better than the first song as it
takes a touching,
slightly funny
look at a child
hood friendship
as it turns into
love.
The other three
songs on thisside
are good, but
"Another Fine
Mess" is by far
the best song on
this serious side.
The next song is
a straightforward
tribute to John
Wayne titled
"Marion Mi
chael Morrison."
"Butterfly In
side a Coupe de
Ville" is proba
bly the best ar
ranged song. It
contrasts a fast
tempo in the
verses with a slow ballad tempo that makes
for a rather interesting tune.
The final song is an emotional patriotic
song entitled "There's a Star Spangled Ban
ner." The song has a message about personal
strength and national prideon timesof trouble.
Stevens creates a character in this song, an
unnamed American taken hostage but who
does not give up in his lovefor hiscountry no
matter what happens to him. With the cur
rent situation in the Middle East, the song
really does strike a note with the listener.
Overall this is a really good album, compa
rable to anything else Ray Stevens has done
before. Any Ray Stevens fan will appreciate
this album, as will any country music aficio
nado. And for those of you who do not like
country music per se, I guarantee that at least
the humorous songs will bring a smile to
your face.

The Bridge

Summer for fall
by Kristine Ashton
Foot-stomping, roots Rock *n Roll is what
you'll find on Henry Lee Summer's latest
release, I've Got Everything.
Summer's religious, small-town upbring
ing shows through in his "clean," down-toearth lyrics. His Rhythm and Blues back
ground is also evident in many tracks.
I've Got Everything is Summer's second
album on CBS Records, although he previ
ously put out two other albums on independ
ent labels.The pop hit"I Wish I Had A Girl,"
is what earned Summer recognition.
Some two-dozen musicians are featured on
this album, including members of John
Cougar Mellencamp's group and some top
New York sessioneers. Another unusual
aspect of the album is that it was recorded
live in Summer's own home. This gives it a
somewhat raw and unpolished sound.
Fun Rock 'n Roll to sentimental ballads,
light-heartedness toserious reflection on life
are all covered. "Got No Money" seems an
ironic song to me, since Summer must be
doing quite well after the success of his last
album. "Louie, Louie,Louie" is one of those
songs that makes you want to get up and
boogie.
Overall, the album seems to flow with a
smooth rhythm. The first side contains the
more optimistic songs, while much of side
two portrays heartbreak and disappointment
Summer's lyrics are down-to-earth and be
lievable, for which he should be respected.
Long-haired Summer may look like he hails
from a heavy metal band to some, but this is
definitely not the case. If you're fans of John
Cougar Mellencamp and Bruce Springsteen,
odds are you'll enjoy Henry Lee Summer.

Continued from page 13
expect no less than what they did to the
Cure's "Just Like Heaven." They will not
disappoint you; nothing is sacred to these
guys, however beware it is not J. Mascis
wailing. The special guest vocalist is Artie
"Are You Ready" Sinatra.
The Pixies do an upbeat version of "Winterlong." It is straightforward so don't expect
any of Black Francis' antics. Nick Cave's
deep vocal range brings an intensity to
"Helpless" which is lacking in Young's
version.
Unfortunately, the LP version is not as
complete as the cassette or the compact disc.
The CD offers three extra tracks done by
Bongwater, B.A.L.L., and another Henry
Kaiser song. The cassette offers only the
Bongwater song.
The Bridge is interesting not only because
of the diversity of styles and performers but
also because of the popularity of Young
himself. It would seem impossible not to
recognize any of the material on The Bridge.
The selling feature, of course, is that they are
different interpretations of the original clas
sics.

Dinosaur jr. is one of the many bands
performing Neil Young covers on The

Bridge

Auto Parts Club
opens soon!
Come grow with Auto Parts
dub, the newest concept in the
auto aftermarket, as we open our
first membership warehouse.
We're looking for bright ogressive friendly people tor the
"owing positions:

Receptjonist
Re<eivfngecferks
ita entry
Reps
Rlem

?rs/
'P

Maintenance
Sales Audit

U.S.D. STUDENTS
NIGHT!
"RLL RIGHT LODG"

$1.00 CUBA LIBRAS

Rosecrans Center
3555 Rosecrans, Suite 211
Comer Of
Midway & Rosecrans

$1.00 DRAFT BEERS
with valid i.d.

EVERY TUESDAY

across from the roller coaster - plenty of parking
718 Ventura Place
Mission Beach, CA 92109
539-9828

224-2818

Sculptured Nails
Tips With Acrylic
Glass Glase
Linen & Silk Wrap
Manicures, French
Pedicures - Fill - Ins

Evening By Appointment

Excellent growth opportunities.
Come join our winning team.
Full & Part-Time Positions
Apply in person M-F
8:00am - 4pm
294-7594

Auto Parts Club"
LOWEST WHOLESALE PRICES
1040 Sherman Street
(at Moreno Blvd.)
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Communing with Nature is dangerous to your health

Camping is a lot of fun. It's the only
time when you can drive out to the middle
of nowhere, walk miles through the for
est, get lost and then realize that you
forgot to bring toilet paper.
Leaves and branches can hurt, and if
you're not careful you could get poison
ivy in a delicate place.
Eating in the forest is a lot of fun. There
is nothing like opening a package of
freeze-dried mystery meat, adding water
and throwing it away. Wheel Ha! HA!
Raw sewage is more fun.
Some people tell me that hiking (where
no man has gone before) is a great way to
commune with Nature and be in total har
mony with the Universe. Yeah, right. If
I wanted to harmonize with the Universe
and commune with Nature, I would have
talked to my dog.
Recently a friend of mine dragged me up
the side of a mountain with a lady friend
of his. I thought that he was nuts. If I
wanted to spend time with a lady, I cer
tainly would not bring someone else along.
Evidently she thought the same way and
barely spoke three words to us the whole
trip.
We loaded up his Super Macho Four

Wheel Drive vehicle, you know, the kind that
is lifted higher than the Empire State Build
ing and has a zillion off-road lights on the
top, and left the Big City.
We then turned around and came back to
the Big City, put gas in the car and left again.
We finally arrived at our destination, which
is to say nowhere and unloaded our stuff. It
promptly began to rain.
"Where is the tent?" I asked as we quickly
became soaked.
"Tent?" he replied, "We're gonna sleep
under the stars and commune with Nature."
"Commune with Nature!!??" His lady friend
and I yelled, "Right now Nature is telling us
to get our sorry butts off of her mountain!!"
Finally the rain slopped and we settled
down to open our packages of freeze-dried
mystery meat, add water and throw them
away. I made the comment that they looked
like something you were supposed to flush,
not eat
When the sun went down, it became cold
very rapidly. Put a jacket on. Where is my
jacket Have you seen my jacket? Tempera
ture is rapidly dropping below freezing. There
is my jacket. On the shoulders of the lady
friend who didn't bring hers. Great.
Sleeping in the wilderness is a real thriller.
It can be more exciting than watching mud
dry. At first sleep was no problem until three
in the moming, when I noticed that the moon
was very bright. I quickly realized that that
was what roofs were created for. Keeping
the moonlight out of your eyes.
I fell into a half-sleep until a slight scraping

With You I Don't

Editor's Note

Need Cheesecorn...
A Love Poem

dream date contest For his entry

Hostile Style, Art Laflanime gets to

by
Lori M. Smith
Your hair is as shiny as slug spit,
Your skin is as soft as chalk,
Your lips are as full as a new zit,
Your eyes are as round as a rock.
Like vomit your knowledge is flowing—
Warm and so filled with tidbits;
Like snail tracks I see you all over—
And dream of your hairy armpits.

woke me up. Something was messing
with my feet at the end of my sleeping
bag. Ha! Ha! My friends were playing
a joke on me. I kicked a few times and
yelled for them to stop.
When they replied from the other side
of the clearing, I got a little worried.
Great. I travel a hundred miles to the
middle of nowhere to get eaten by a bear.
How typical. I went back to sleep.
The next day I awoke to the crackle of
a camp fire. That's nice. The birds are
chirping, thesun is shin ing, and the smoke
is blowing right in my face. I glanced at
my watch. It was 6 am. Who the hell is
awake at 6 am on a Saturday morn
ing!!!???
That was when I noticed a cloud of
insects flying around my head and a
bunch of bugs gathered around my bag. I
hate bugs! Where is the insect repellent?
Oh, that's right, killing bugs with chemi
cals is not harmonizing with Nature. And
I suppose letting them chew my head off
is Nature's way of communing with us.
Yes, communing with Nature is a lot of
fun if it doesn't kill you first.

take Hostile Man to the place of his
dreams. Congratulations Aril
In other news, the great Lori M.
Smith proves also to be an awesome
poet. Check out Cheesecorn, but
remember taking this page seriously
causes ulcers.
'Nuff said. See you in the funnies.
A*=>
THE FAR SIDE

Football
Neat!!
By IM Woman
I just love football. It's so, I don't know, so
spandex. And those names...! Neat! I'm
watching the Broncos and the Raiders right
now. The Raiders are so nasty, they're my
favorite.
I think it's so cute how their quarterback is
named Schroeder...get it? SchRAIDER?
Isn't that precious.
I like teams with shimmery uniforms the
best. The Raiders are very shimmery. And
so metallic! Silver goes with everything. It's
not like orange. I don't know what the
designers in Denver were thinking when
they picked orange. And then they accent
with blue? It just looks yucky.
Why do some of them have towels in their
pants?
The guys with big cages on their hats are my
favorite. You can tell I watch football all the
time because I know that the linemen have
the biggest cages.
I also like the neat commercials that are
only on during football season. I get to see
neat cars that can drive in forests and razors
that astronauts use.
My favorite ones are for beer. Of course, I
don't drink beer but those commercials
remind me of my Very Very Berry Cherry
Wine Coolers. They're yummy.
You know what's really super? How they
tape their shoes on. I think that's such a
fabulous fashion idea. I have some pumps
that flip-flop all over the place but they're so
cute I can't just throw them out. I'm going
straight to the store after the game to buy
some tape. I wonder ifit comes in different
colors.
Oh no! The game is almost over and those
darn Broncos are winning! (They're the
Orange team, blek!) That rotten John Elway.
He has a tight little rump but that's just not
enough. Do you think his teeth get cold?
They stick out so far.
Look at those cute cheerleaders! Their
uniforms are kind of skimpy but it's all for
fun. They must practice all the time. Some
people make fun of them but I know they're
so necessary. I know the players think so too.
I wish I could be like them. Those boots are
darling!
Well I have to go now, the tape store might
close soon. I just can't wait till tomorrow,
Monday Night Football, you know. I wonder
who's playing...I hope it's that pretty purple
team.

By GARY LARSON

I watch as the wind blows your hairdo,
The sun makes it shimmer like snot;
And your eyebrows like dead fuzzy caterpillars,
Tie my heart in a crazy love-knot.

OvDvrtw) by Uri.l'W 'TO Syr«»C»e

I see you when I look at swamp crust—
Your eyes are that murky brown-green;
I feel you when you're far away from here—
With the power of a ruptured spleen.
My face glows as bright as Chernobyl
Whenever I hear you speak;
Your voice is as soothing as an enema,
And makes me want to kiss your cheek.
I wish I could bottle the smell of you,
As unusual as ear wax in frogs;
And, Dumpling, I'll be yours forever,
Even when your toilets clog.

.o-li
Three wishes? Did I say three wishes? ... Shoot!
I'll grant you FOUR wishes."

" Yes ... I believe there's a question there
in the back."

Andrew is hesitant, remembering his fiasco with
the car of straw.
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4-0! The Toreros' touch is down
by Murphy Canter

The University of San Diego football team
is off to its best start since 1981 after beating
Redlands to advance their perfect record to
4-0.
"There is noone key factor,"admitted Coach
Brian Fogarty, "the key is the fact that we're
a team."
The Toreros proved this last Saturday in
Redlands getting 183 yards and eleven points
from the special teams units, 293 yards and a
pair of touchdowns from the offense, and
three turnovers from the defense.
The scoring started early in the first quarter
when the Toreros' leading scorer, Dave
Bergmann, hit a field goal from 30 yards out.
The Redlands team answered with a 44yard field goal tying the game at three.
Then came the second quarter when

Bergmann was good for two more field goals
and number 7 Jones caught a 40-yard pass
from quarterback Murphy, scoring a touch
down.
Redlands was unable to score and the To
reros never lost their lead.
In the third quarter the Toreros cinched
victory when Todd Jackson ran 15 yards for
a touchdown and Bergmann got his eleventh
point of the game.
Redlands scored two more touchdowns,
but it proved to be too little as the Toreros
won 23-17.
"The win against Redlands was an impor
tant one because they're a tough team and
have had a chance to prepare for us," said
Fogarty.
Coach Fogarty accredits the team's unity to
an ongoing process of recruiting high school

Punt and kick-off returner Greg Frinell puts the moves on an opponent and runs
to the national spotlight as a top returner.

Head coach Brian Fogarty makes it perfectly clear where the ball should be and
that his team should be perfect after four starts.

players instead of junior college players so
they'll be in the program for four years.
"Most of our seniors have been here for
three or four years," said Fogarty. "(All the)
guys have pulled together to make a team."
Special credit must go to kick-off and punt
returner Greg Frinell who is averaging 33
yards every time he gets the ball. This
average makes him one of the country's
leading special teams returners.
"We don't think of blowing the streak,"
answered Fogarty when asked if a perfect

record puts added pressure on the team.
"We're just taking games one at a time."
By taking games one at a time, the Toreros
have become the number 4 ranked team as
judged by a panel of coaches.
The next game the Toreros will be taking
"one at a time" will be played Saturday in
"the pit" at USD. Game time is 1:30 pm
when the Toreros take the field against
Pomona-Pitzer.
"It's a lot more fun to coach and play when
you're winning."

By the time you read this you will probably have noticed two things: this is a playoffpreview and both teams have met at least one time already. But neither league championship series is over so these articles
are still pertinent. And because both show obvious bias towards a team as well as make predictions, you can make fun if they're wrong and take them to Vegas if they're right. I however disagree with both;
I say Cubs in 7 and A's in 5. But then again, I'm still rooting for the Padres!
by Dave O'Grady
For the second time in my two decades of exis
tence, the Chicago Cubs have made the playoffs
and I can proudly say, I said they would. My
second prediction was that the Cubs will make the
series, which might happen if they can make it
past the San Francisco Giants.
Making it past the San Francisco Giants might
prove to be harder than getting past the San Diego
Padres.
The Giants might not have Steve Garvey, but
they do have a pair in Will Clark and Kevin
Mitchell. No matter what the Cubs do, it is
unlikely that Will Clark can be stopped. But
stopping Mitchell might not be as hard. In the six
games versus the Cubs this year, Mitchell is
batting .189 in 37 at bats, with 2 home runs. The
rest of the team is doing only a little better than
Mitchell with a combined .237 and 5 home runs.
The Chicago Cubs have a pair of stars them
selves. Andre Dawson who was hurt a majority of
the year, wound up hitting .255 with 21 home

runs. Ryne Sandberg had some good numbers
.290 with30 home runs. Beyond his offensiveproduction, he set a new record for consecutive
errorless games and is probably the best all around
second baseman in the league. Beyond Dawson
and Sanberg, the Cubs are rich with talent. They
have the two leading Rookie-of-the-Year candi
dates in Jerome Walton and Dwight Smith. And of
course, who can forget theleague's best shortstop,
Shawon Dunston.
All of this offensive production could be nulli
fied by some quality pitching staffs. The Giants
wound up with the second lowest earned run
average, 3.30, in the National League.
The Cubs will start a strong three man rotation in
Greg Maddux, MikeBielecki and Rick Sutcliffe.
Some might consider this a truly biased break
down of this series. Well this might be true, but
seeing as I was bom and raised in Chicago, I
thought it was pretty darn objective. And to those
who still object, I say the Cubs in four! You can
hold me to that.

by Jon Canedo
The Oakland A's are going to win the American
League Pennant. There, I've said it. They ended
the season with the best record in baseball and
have been consistently playing .600 ball.
Toronto, in the meanwhile, has struggled through
much of the season and only won their division in
the last weekend of the season.
No one can compare with the hitting tandem of
Jose Canseco and Mark McGwire. Canseco has
played only 64 games this year but hit 17 homers
and made 56 RBIs and McGwire had 33 homeruns and 95 runs batted in. If these two have a
good series, the Blue Jays do not have a chance.
The Blue Jays have good hitters, notably Fred
McGriff. McGriff led the AL with 36 homcruns
but is the only Blue Jay who comes close to the
power of McGwire or Canseco.
In pitching, the A's also have the edge. Dave
Stewart has won twenty games this year for the
third straight year. Two other starters, Storm
Davi: and Mike Moore each won 19 games and

Dennis Eckcrsley had 33 saves.
Toronto's best pitcher is Dave Stieb and went
17-8 this year but the rest of the pitching staff is
not as good, though reliever Tom Henke struck
out 116 batters in 89 innings and had 20 saves.
Oakland also gets another important edge with
leftfielder Rickey Henderson. Henderson gives
Oakland a needed lead-off hitter and he is a real
threat as a baserunncr having stolen 77 bases this
year. However, this threat is more thanevened out
when the managers of the teams are considered.
While Tony LaRussa is a good manager, no one
prepares his team for a game as well as Cito
Gaston. Toronto was 12-24 when Cito took over
and then went 77-49 with him at the helm. He is
liked and respected by his players and gets good
performances from them.
Unfortunately for Toronto, that edge will not be
enough. And after seeing the Blue Jays defeat the
Orioles in the last scries of the year, I am looking
forward to watching the A's get into die World
Series in five games..
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Swim team ready to make a big splash
by Sandra Nebel
With a month left before the racing begins,
the USD Swim Team is getting ready for a
competitive season.
This year's team has 19 swimmers, which
includes ten freshmen and one senior who
have joined as new members. Seven swim
mers are distance swimmers.
Training is intense for the team. For train
ing, the team swims for two hours, six days
a week. Also, the team undergoes weight
training three times a week.
This season the swim team will be compet
ing in eleven dual meets and a Conference
Meet. USD will swim against other West
Coast Conference universities and a team
from Arizona. The Conference Meet is one

of the biggest swimming events of the sea
son. This year it will be held in Cerritos on
February 21 through the 24th.
Swim coach Gary Becker is looking for
ward to a competitive season. He said the
team looks strong in both the back stroke and
the breast stroke.
"Our goals are to havea winning season and
to work on swimming better times," says
Becker. Becker would like to see his team
compete well at Conference and the dual
meets, especially against Pamona Pitzer
College, USC, and Pepperdine.
The first race of the season is Saturday,
November 4 against UC Irvine. The next
meet will be at home, starting at 12pm.

EDITORS NOTE: In last week's VISTA,an outdated volleyball article was erroneously
put in place of a finel y written article by Paula Mascari. Paula didn't writethe printed article
<tn fact, I don't know who did). I wish I could run her real article, but now, that one is out
dated. Sorry Paula, but at 2ara, things get a little wierd.
In addition, over the last week I have heard alot of optons about the abscence of a foot
ball article. Let me just make a few things clear football was covered in Sports Shorts as
well as in a player profile. The attitude expressed by the football team was that profiles of
their players aren't worthwile which is something 1 will consider. Another point thai I
would like to make perfectly clear is that teams that win aren't the only teams thaT'deserve"
coverage.
On a more personal level, I don't appreciate hostile criticism. Comments and suggestions
are always welcome, but I draw the line at people telling me how to do my job or that1 don't
even know how to do it. For all the arm-chair editors who think they know how to run a
sports page I'd like to ask a question: where were you last Tuesday at two in the morning
when I was neglecting to properly cover the sport you're interested in?
For all those who expressed an opinion in a professional manner. I'm sorry you disagree
with my policy, but remember, no sport exists in a vacuum. Everyone feels rooted when
they think they should be in the paper and aren't, but I'm doing my best.
Finally, I'd like to express an apology to Rick Salazar who wrote the three paragraphs in
Sports Shorts on no notice and didn't get a by-line. That was a blatant error on my partand
V^haJi not happen again.
Murphy Canter, Sports EditorJ

USD gets new director and so far he's Barnes-torming
by Paula Mascari

1983, and in '84 he had the privilege of
playing in the National Collegiate Athletic
Association play-offs.
After a brief stop in Europe to play some
professional ball, he returned to take the
position of General Manager for the Fresno
Flames of the World Basketball League.
This professional league, composed of play
ers under 6-foot-5, had a total of seven fran
chises.
'That was a great experience," commented
the 27-year-old Barnes. "But it sure is a nice
change, especially climate wise, to be down
here."
Before his interview with USD, Barnes had
never been to San Diego. As he looked out
his office window he smiled, "it sure is
beautiful to see Mission Bay everyday."

The USD athletic department has a new
face filling a new position this year. Along
with this new position comes a new attitude
as well.
Scott Barnes is the new Director of Athletic
Development. In the three months that he has
been here, he has developed a new promo
tional theme: "Torero Athletics: A Quiet
Tradition of Excellence."
Barnes himself has a background filled
with success. He graduated from Fresno State
in 1985 with a degree in physical education.
In addition, he was only three classes away
from a masters in athletic administration.
The 6-foot-7 Barnes was the starting center
for Fresno's National Invitational Tourna
ment (NTT) championship basketball team in
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systems

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNT PROGRAM
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS!!
SPECIAL SALE PRICING GOOD UNTIL 9130189
MiniSport laptop is a SIX POUND XT compatible with a
8 Mhz 8088 processor, a 2" 720K drive, 1MB RAM, backlit
supertwist LCD screen, parallel, serial and RGB ports,
four hour battery, and an AC adapter/charger.

$1329

STATE OF THE ART -- LIGHT, YET POWERFUL
DONT LEAVE FOR CLASS WITHOUT IT!!
Z-286-LP/12 is a 12 MHZ 80286 zero wait state, small
footprint desktop with a 20 MB harddisk, 1MB RAM, one
3.5" lloppy drive, a MOUSE, parallel port and 2 serial ports
and

14" FTM COLOR monitor.

With

MS DOS and

Microsoft Windows with Write and Paint.

LOW COST, YET POWERFUL, WITH A MOUSE

$2499

Barnes' job description is two fold. His first
responsibility is to oversee fund raising for
each sport as well as the athletic department
as a whole. His other task is the marketing
promotion of each sport, especially football,
basketball and baseball. This involves cor
porate sponsorship, advertising, and televi
sion and radio exposure.
Changes can already be seen as a result
from Barnes' efforts. At Torero football
games sponsors' support is visible and often
there are field goal contests at halftime used
to raise fan interest. For the upcoming bas
ketball season, there is in the works as many
as six men's games to air on cable TV in San
Diego.
Continued on page 18

New Director of Athletic Development
Scott Barnes at his desk with a scenic view.
photo by Murphy Canter

Stock up now
on these popular
school supplies.

8 mhz version
$2279

Z-286/25 is a S MHZ 80286. small footprint desktop with a
20 MB harddisk, one 5-25" 360Klloppy drive, 5I2K RAM, a
MOUSE, parallel port, a serial port, and a 14" FTM monitor.
With MS DOS and Microsoft Windows with Write and Paint.

.An upgrade to 6-40K RAM and 3.5" 720K disk drive
are available at a special bundled price of $175-

$1999

••uli VGA »"N« onhior
$1669

Supersport 286 is an 80286, switchable 12/6 Mhz. zero
wait state laptop with 20 MB harddisk,

one 3.5" 1.4 MB

floppy drive, I MB of RAM. parallel port, serial port, and
a full size backlit supertwist LCD
cluded is Microsoft

screen.

$2889

Software in

DOS.

FAST, POWERFUL AND PORTABLE!!
Zenith offers a complete line of powerful 386 com
puters that run at 16,20, 25 and 33mhz.
COMPLETE SYSTEMS WITH FTM VGA MONITOR AND

$3219

$3779

40 MG HARDDISK START AT:

SPECIAL SOFTWARE OFFER
MICDO«OfTTfODD AND EXCEL BUNDLE WITO ANY SY4TTM
Pf*C£S SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
OTHER SYSTEMS AVAILABLE - FOR INFORMATION CAU. S13) 685-07?'
ASK FOR EDUCATIONAL SALES COORCXNATOR. 90UTMERN AREA

$109

If you're a student with stable credit, you can get money
for a car. A pre-approved credit line for up to $5,000. Or a
Visa Classic Card with a low 12.75 annual percentage rate.
To apply for membership, call 491-3500. And start the
new year with a fresh supply of paper.

San DiegoTeachers' Credit Union IBHTTO
4470 Park Boulevard; 5901 Balboa Avenue.
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shorts

Torero golf gets eaten by Wolf
Pack
Paced by the sixth place finish of senior
captain Rick Schultz, the University of
San Diego men's golf team registered an
eighth place finish at the Wolf Pack Clas
sic sponsored by the Universityof Nevada
Reno.
The Toreros compiled a team total of
916, finishing 38 strokes behind the win
ning 878 total of Nevada (Reno).
Coach Frank Cates' linksters will con
tinue the fall portion of their schedule
when they participate in the Gaucho Golf
Classic. That tournament will be held at
the La Purisima Golf Club in Lompoc,
California. The tournament begins No
vember 5 and runs through the 7th.

Soccer team retains sixth place
standing
Off to its best start since 1986, the Uni
versity of San Diego men's soccer team
ran its winning streak to five matches and
remained the west's sixth ranked team. In
its only action last week, the Toreros
downed crosstown rival UC San Diego, 10, in overtime. The victory over the Tri
tons raised USD's record at the season's
halfway mark to 9-2.
Tom Crane, who scored the winning
goal against UCSD with a penalty kick,
continues to spearhead the USD offense.
Fellow junior mid-fielder Leo Ronces is
rightbehind Crane with eight goals and 19
points, respectively.
Sophomore mid-fielder Andrew Kummer is the third player with double figure
points. He has two goals and eight assists
for 12 points.

The best hitter in the National
league

Mountain pedalers
by Peggy Nies

Mountain biking is a lot of fun, and if you
are new to San Diego you might want to
know where there are some good trails.
A good place for both the beginner and the
experienced mountain
bike rider, that is not
too far away from
USD, is at San Clemente Canyon. This
is the canyon thatruns
parallel tohighway 52
that is in between
Highway 5 and High
way 805, in the North
Clairemont area.
There are parking ar
eas off of Highway 52
with picnic benches
off of Genesse and on
both sides of Claire
mont Mesa Boule
vard. There is a little bit of something foi
every mountain biker's experience level.
For those beginners, there is a fairly flat trail
that has only a few whoop-de-doos. If you
ride down under the bridges, you can ride
from one end of the canyon to the other
(about 3 miles). With a little practice, gliding

over the river rock beds is easy.
For the more experienced rider, there is a
trail that hugs the hills (watch out for poison
ivy). This trail was a little scary for me, but
for those of you who know what you are
doing, I am sure it
could be a lot of fun.
Just be careful of slid
ing down thehill. Off
of the main trail
there's lots of other
trails that go into dif
ferent branches of the
canyon.
For the serious bike
riders are some trails
that I have not even
seen yet. At the cor
ner of Highway 805
and Highway 52 is a
trail that goes straight
up a hill (there's lots
of those), and then at the corner of Highway
52 and Highway 5 there is a trail that leads
down to a pond with running water and a
cement bike trail that parallels the railroad
track (and who knows where that leads).
So now that you know, hop on your bikes,
have some fun and happy trails.

Barnes new USD director
Continued from page 17
"Since no one has had this job before me,
I'm inventing the wheel," said Barnes."I can
tailor make it to what Tom Iannacone (ath
letic director),Jim Sotiros (director of devel
opment) and I think is best for the department
as a whole."
Barnes' immediate goal is to heighten the
awareness in the San Diego community of
USD's athletic program and the uniqueness
of its commitment to academics as well as
athletics. While accomplishing this, funds
will be raised for the department.
As a long range goal, Barnes is looking
toward an all-purpose facility.

"As we see growth and prosperity in our
department, we will see increased attendance
resulting in increased revenue," Barnes stated.
"This can help expand and enlarge donor
gifts making our future goals attainable."
The addition of this position alone shows
the University's commitment to the athletic
facet of the institution.
"I appreciate this institution for its family
atmosphere. It's nice working with a closeknit group of students and faculty. I enjoy
being here, and I love my job."
All those who care about USD athletics
love having Scott Barnes here filling a much
needed position.

Padre right fielder Tony Gwynn beat
rival Will Clark of the San Francisco Giants
in the race for the National League's bat
ting title.
Going into a three-game series against
the Giants, the Padres had already lost the
division title so the only prize left was a
fourth batting title for Gwynn. After two
games, Clark was ahead with an average
of .3336 to Gwynn's .3333.
In the final game of the season, Gwynn
came up with three hits for four at bats and
Clark had only one for four. Thcresult was
Gwynn's fourth batting title in six com
plete seasons beating Clark .336 to .333.

The other Garvey in trouble
Cynthia Garvey was sentenced to serve
five days in jail and is eligible for another
131 days for violating a court order allow
ing Steve Garvey visitation rights to his
two daughters.
According to Steve Garvey, he has not
seen his two daughters for over a year
despite a judge's ruling allowing him bi
monthly visitation rights.
Although she is now doing time, Cynthia
Garvey has no remorse about denying
visitation rights to "that man."

Emerging as champion from the draw of 108 entrants in the 44th annual Tribune San
Diego Metropolitan Tennis Tournament was USD's own J.R. Edwards. Edwards,
who hails from Denver, Colorado, won three three-set matches on the way to
capturing the prestigious title.

Sports Talk

I.

Murphy Canter

k»

You can't say
things that stupid
on television
So you want to be a sportscaster? Well,
first you'll have to master the art of
"stupid talk."
That's right, those guys had to learn
how to say such stupid things as, "You
know Frank,for theSteelers to win today
they'll have to score more than Dallas."
Duh! I figured the Steelers could win
with their charm and good looks!
How about everyone's favorite Mon
day Nighter, Dan Dierdorf. During the
Eagles/Bears game he said, "If you could
bottle the essence of Mike Singletary
and bottle it and call it 'intensity' you'd
have something special." I hate to tell
you Dan, but if they could pickle your
brain and call it "stupid" they'd serve it
in the ABC commissary.
The problem is that the networks hire
ex-players. During a game being called
by Terry Bradshaw and Vern Lundquist,
Terry decided America should know the
importance of the height of the center's
butt. He proceeded to make Vern as
sume the center's position and began
fondling him. "See, if your butt's too
high, I can't sec the line or the defensive
secondary." Terry then used his ungloved
hands to correctly position Vern's butt.
Gee guys, I love to watch all the male
bonding,but didn't number 12 just catch
on fire?
How about the latest star of
sportscasting, Lyle Alzado? Here's a
man that science thinks is theonly living
cro-magnon and uses filled milk cartons
to do aerobics. Wow guys, now that Lyle
can't play what should we do with him?
I know, let's give him a microphone and
put him on national television (double
Duh!!).
But stupidity isn't confined to the game
of football. I saw the debut game of a
rookie sportscaster for the New York
Mcts. I don't remember his name, but I
do remember how he described the 2-0
pitch, "and the baiter has two balls on
him...I mean he has two balls...uh, I
mean he has no strikes and is two balls
away from first base." Whew, glad I'm
out of that one. / almost commented on
the size of his bat.
Then there's the intellectual commen
tator. Harry Carey, sportscaster for the
Chicago Cubs, once said, "that was sure
a neophyte play." "Neophyte,"and this
is the man whose most famous quote is
"Holy Cow!!"
But let me stop here lest someday I be
come a sportscaster. If that should truly
happen then you'll one day be able to
hear me say, "you know Dick, the Kings
would have won that hockey game if they
could have just outplayed the Oilers.
The ice was really against them."
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IM Distinctions September 25-October 1
Mens Softball- A League
Game of the Week: SigmaPivs. SigmaChi
Team of the Week: Sigma Pi
Player of the Week: Mike Haupt (Godfa
thers)

Bring Lots of Beer
Team of the Week: Phi Kappa Tbeta
Player of the Week: Kevin Gonzalez (Mag
nificent 7)

Mens Softball- B League
Game of the Week: Hardbats vs. Pete's
Pick
Team of the Week: Long Balls
Player of the Week: Ethan Maxon (Pete's
Pick)

Co-Rec Volleyball - A League
Gameuf the Week: K.ARCH vs. SigmaChi
Team of the Week: KARCH
Male Player of the Week: Brian Booth (Six
Pack Rats)
Female Player of the Week: Katie Martin
(Six Pack Rats)

Co-Rec Softball
Game of the Week: AKPst vs. Al'sCoholics
Team of the Week: AKPsi
Male Player of the Week: Dave Bernaucr
(AKPsi)
Female Player of the Week: Missy Duartc
(SigmaChi)
Mens Floor Hockey- A League
Game of the Week: P.O.D. vs. Icemen
Commeth
Team of the Week: Icemen Commeth
Player of the Week: Bo Landress (One
More Time)
Mens Floor Hockey- B League
Game of the Week: Puc Heads vs. Sigma
Chi
Team of the Week: Puc Head
Player of the Week: Rick Waters (Puc
Heads)

Game of the Week: Mixed Plate vs. Dawgs
Team of the Week: Mixed Plate
Player of the Week: Bill Wilson (Three

Co-Rec Volleyball- B League
Game of the Week: Watkins vs. Delta Phi
Team of the Week: Watkins
Male Player of the Week: Todd Andrew
(Delta Phi)
Female Player of the Week: Tarmo Rosal
ind (P-Tag)
Mens Speed Soccer
Game of the Week: Law School vs. Hat
Trick
Team of the Week: Hat Trick
Player of the Week: Jeff Whalcy (A.G.S.P.)
Womens Speed Soccer
Game of the Week: Hangin' vs. Free Agents
Team of the Week: Maddogs II
Player of the Week: Marcy Ayers (Maddogs II)
Innertube Water Polo
Game of the Week: Floating P's vs. Delta
Tau Delta
Team of the Week: SigmaChi
Male Player of the Week: Brian Kuifuds
(Floating P's),
Female Flayer of the Week; MargoMullaly (Sigma Chi)

Mens Flag Football- B League
Game of the Week: Something Fierce vs.

SUBWAY IM GAME OF THE WEEK
DATE: Saturday October 7
Time: 3:00 pm
Site: Canyon North
Game: Something Fierce vs. Fighting
Iris
Mens B-League football is in the IM spot
light this week as two undefeated teams meet
intheSubway IMGameof the Week. Fight

1rAN
30 DAYS • $35

ing Iris and Something Fierce are currently
ranked #2 and #3, and is the way with most
B-League teams, both think they should be
# 1. After Saturday, one will no longer have
that delusion. The victors, on the other hand,
will have to wait until they face Magnificent
Seven to find out why they are not #1. In the
meantime, however, that Subway sandwich
and thoughts of a championship will surely
taste sweet.

TOPS IN TRAVEL
"TOPS IN SERVICE AND EXPERIENCE
SINCE 1976"

European Perms & Cuts
facials $25 1/2 Off 'til 10/15/89
European
body wrap
$39

Volleyball has exciting week
It was quite an exciting day for the 2nd
week of Co-Rec Volleyball. So many out
standing players stood out in both divisions.
In many of the matches it was thesestar play
ers leading their team to victory.
For the first game in A-League, Dive and
Dig beat Spastic Spikers 15-6, 15-5. Jim
Spina from Dive and Dig had the record for
the week of 13 kills snd 5 aces. Dominating
the court in the next game was the Six Pack
Rats who defeated Straight Down 15-9,156. For the Rats it was Brian Booth, Matt
Parrish and Katie Martin leading their team
while Peter Kemp from Straight Down gave
his team 5 kills.
It was not a winning day for Bad Dogs who
lost bith of their matches. In the first game
Good Cover, with some help form Jeff
Whaley, easily beat Bad Dogs (15-2,15-1).
The Hammer had their game together over
Bad Dogs winning 15-8,15-8. Kelly Law
rence and Brandt Wilson both played a strong
game for The Hammer.
The last A-League match was definitely the
one to see. In a long tough fight KARCH
was able to pull through, beating Sigma Chi
6-15, 15-13, 18-16. KARCH had a slow
start but with a strong team effort led by Jay
wessley (12 kills) they overcame the battle

Soccer league looks
wide open
The opening of the IM speed soccer season
saw the emergence of several teams who
could walk away with the championship
prize.
The team to watch is AGSP, who handled
The Rat Pack 6-1. Todd Tillmans and Jeff
Whaley led the AGSP attack with four goals
apiece.
The ISO Falcons bust out with five goals in
the 2nd half of their game with the Young
Guns to win going away 7-1. Max Cooper
had three goals for the Falcons.
Defending champs Republicans for Bush
beat Jerry G & theTrippy Kickers 3-2 but
will be hard pressed to repeat, unless they
improve a ton.
The game of the week saw the Law School
hold off the Hat Trick 6-5, with Marc Thicbach, Ed Sanchez, Mark Hellcnkamp leadingthebalancedattackofLawSchool. Watch

out for Hat Trick however as this rookie
team is extremely talented and will only get
better.
In womens action, things went pretty much
as expected with the two top teams winning
easily. In Hangin's 8-2 victory over the
Free Agents, it was the offense provided hy
Kim John, Gina Labovitz, and Stephanie
Owens as well as the near perfect goal tend
ing of Stephanie Strategos that made life
miserable for the Free Agents. In fact, if
Strategos could find a "real" goalie coach,
she may turn in some shutouts this season.
Speaking of which, it was captain Libby
Bergner's two goals that insured the Free
Agents of avoiding a goose egg.
In the Maddogs- Has Beens game, Marcy
Ayers exploded for four second half goals to
keyanll-lMaddogrouL TaraAllgoodalso
added a hat trick for the victors.

IM Reminder

SQUARE PAN
IM PLAYERS OF
THE WEEK

Midnight Bowling (Oct. 20) and Beach
Volleyball (Oct 22) are coming soon.
Sign-up your teams now and join in on
the fun.

First time customers
only.

Fills $12

with selected
manicurists

A full service hair, nails
& skincare salon
Mon.-Fri. 9-9 Sat. 9-5

LET US SHOP THE
LOWEST AIRFARES
FOR YOU

NAILS AND MORE

223-3167

(Linda Vista becomes Convoy)

1050 ROSECRANS ST. SUITE 4
SAN DIEGO, 92106

4373 Convoy
279-2440

put up by Tom Gaines and Colby Young.
KARCH proved that they're going to be
tough to beat.
In B-League Free Balls are Back came out
ahead 15-8, 16-14 over We Have No Clue
who did improve form last week. Kim John
and Mike Buckley pu down some kills and
aces to keep Free Balls alive. Spike N'
Mike looked great on the court beating
Hellraisers 15-2,15-1. Alison Jones and
Brian Stennit served a great game which
turned their team around from last week.
A great match was played between Watkins
and Delta Phi with Eric Shevin of Watkins
and Todd Andrew of Delta Phi giving quite
an effort. Watkins was able to pull this one
out winning 16-4,15-2. P-Tag gained their
second victory beating the Free Agents (155, 15-10). Tarmo Rosalind from P-Tag
played a geat game for her team. Standing
out in the next game was Paul Wehan who
led his team to a win against Garton (15-3,
17-15).
Next was the Amazing Goldfish beating
We Dig fairly easily (15-6,15-6). In thefinal
match of the day, Tall & Short of It faced
Big Dog and had little trouble. Peter Neill
and Dave Evans led Tall & Short of It to a
(15-4,15-10) victory.

CAR WASH
&
SEALER WAX
the

$2.99

©

REG. S5.00|

SAVES2.01

AutoScrubber
3405 ROSECRANS
CORNER MIDWAY & ROSECRANS
223-6355
Expires 12-31-89

USD

Chris Homewood and Tara Allgood are this
week's Square Pan IM Players of the Week.
Homewood is new to the IM program but is
fast making his presence felt He earned his
t-shirt last week with 9 kills and 2 aces in an
exciting 6-15, 15-13, 18-16 volleyball vic
tory over Sigma Chi as well as the game
winning goal for the NROTC hockey team.
Allgood started her IM week with 4 points
in a losing water polo effort against the top
ranked Floating P's. She then scored a hat
trick to help lead Maddogs II to a speed
soccer victory over the Has Beens.
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High scores
Ranking teams
win in softball
- H
dominatelM
Another week of Intramnral softball has
To round out A-Leagueaction, 8 Around
passed with the top ranked teams getting the Mound and Mean Joe's got wins,
In B-League action Pete's Pick overwaterpolo action wins.
To start off the day in A-League action, #1 came Hardbats 14-6. Ethan Maxon got 4
s

ranked Godfathers had a closer than usual
but still victoriousouting against Men Up
BeHyt!p7-4, Mike Haupt led the show
with two dingers and 4 Rbi's.
The #2 ranked Public Enemy also got a
win over Phi Kapp II 9-5. Dan Miller,
after missinga game the week before, hit a
deep blast to left field for the victors.
In other action, Sigma PI got a win over
Sigma Chi 12-6. Matt McCormick and
Vance Johnston had multiple hit days in
the victory. Marc Carlson had a 2-run
homerun in the loss.
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hits in a big day for Pete's Pick,
Long Ballsgot a 17-6 victory over DesaJes4East EnriqueMieryterangotasingle
and homerun and Steve Speer was 2 for 2
in the win.
In other action, FTTH pounded the Men
of Miguel 13-2. Norm Janikowski and
Greg Leavy each had 3 hits.
Also, Drive It abused Sigma Chi 13-1.
Eric Brown got 3 hits and Eric Gunn
powered a homerun.
Finally Delta Tau Delta beat Sigma Pi
11-2.

The innertube waterpolo season opened
last Friday with a "flood" of participants
splishing and splashing their way to success.
Although most players were venturing into
innertubes for the first time, you wouln't
have guessed it, as many teams scored at
will.
Leading the scoring bigade was Sigma Chi,
who crushed Leehi's Losers 26-5. Sigma
Chi's men were feeding shots left and right
to junior Margo Mullally, who scored seven
goals for fourteen points. Chris Coffee, Jim
Hughes and John Matthew also pitched in
with two goals each.
Another team who looked impressive in
their opener was the Floating P's. Brian
Kuters, Jerry Morris and Miki Erlinger led
In co-rec softball action this Sunday, it ances for their respective teams.
the "P" attack over Delta Tau Delta 18-11.
Staff Infection had to come up with 3 runs
seemed
as though teams were already look
The surprise team of the week was the
in
the bottom of the sixth to finally overcome
Moonpies who, with the help of three French ing toward the playoffs as there were many
Palomar'sPineriders(whoprobablywasted
close well fought games.
recruits, upset Wet Willies 12-8.
all their runs last week), 5-3. Stefani SrateThe first game of the day had unranked
gos and Steve Martk each had doubles in the
AKPsi play #3 ranked and undefeated Al's
3-run
sixth.
Coholics.
Sigma
Chi came away with their first vic
Dave Bernauer had 3 hits to lead the upset,
tory
by
defeating
The Mob's Revenge 9-7.
as even with only seven out on the field
Glen
Griffen
and
Missy Duarte each had 3
AKPsi managed to get by 3-1.
#4 ranked Czars also had their problems hits to lead Sigma Chi.
In the only blow-out of the day, Rec-ing
with TBA. The Czars committed 4 errors
Crew allowed only 4 hits while scoring 15
(that just won't do next week), however still
runs over previously #5 ranked Fielder's
came away with the win, 5-3.
Choice.
In other action, The Try Hards and The
Camille Barbara and Dan Miller each had 3
Freeloaders battled to 2-2 tie. Jim Gump
hits
to lead the Crew to itsl5-0 victory.
and Sandra Sanchez both had great perform
With the playoffs starting next week, IM's
top hockey teams finally hit m id-season form.
In A-League it was the Tea Bags rebound
ing fora 7-0 shutout over Phlegm. Rick Apel
netted three for the Tea Bags.
One More Time came on strong in the 3rd
period to defeat Phi Slap Shot 4-1. Bo
Landless had 2 goals for the winners.
The Bladerunnersused four goals by Steve
Davis and 3 by Scott Morris to beat Great
Sticks 9-1.
Finally, in a bam burner, it was P.O.D.
squeezing out another close win, 2-1.
This time it was a tenacious Icemen
Commeth team that gave P.O.D. a scare.
The Icemen had no subs and seemingly
less talent, but it took a goal with 21 seconds
left by Chris Ghan to win it for P.O.D.
In the lone B-League game, the Puc Heads
came to life to beat Sigma Chi 2-0. Chris
You can learn:
Homewood and Bob Poling provided the
-Journalism
offense and Rick Waters had the shutout for
the Puc Heads.
-Layout & graphic design

Co-rec softball action tightens up

Top Teams
Roll In
IM Hockey

Do you know
what kind of
opportunities
are available
to you at the Vista?

-Photography

And...
-Meet great people
-Enhance your resume
-Get yourself published

Do it on the paper!

Flag football
season
continues
A- League flag football action saw fifth
ranked Big & Ugly shutout #2 ranked Magic
Carrots, 14-0. Dan Martz threw two T.D.'s
for B&U.
Number 4 ranked Sigma Chi took abite out
of the Law Dogs, 13-7. Devin Bundy lead
the defense for Sigma Chi.
Mixed Plate G.A.O. used the halfback op
tion pass to defeat The Dawgs, 12-8.
#1 ranked and defending A-League champs.
Three Peat shutout Flying Burrito Bros.,
26-0. Bill Wilson caught three T.D.'s from
Eric Thompson.
In the final A-League game, Phi Kappa
Theta handed the Motor City Hit Squad
their second straight loss, 14-0. Todd "the
scrambler" Jordon led the Phi Kapps with
two T.D. passes.
B-League action saw top ranked Magnificient Seven baptize the Guardians of Hell,
22-6. Kevin "the Hammer" Gonzalez led the
defense for the victors with 3 interceptions.
Something Fierce handed Bring Lots of
Beer their second consecutive loss 6-0.
#4 ranked Phi Kappa Theta defeated
Fubar, 14-8.

SIGMA CHI TOPS
FRATERNITY
STANDINGS
Through the first three weeks of the IM
season, there have been only three forfeits in
volving one of the school's social fraterni
ties. Last year, this would have been a good
afternoon for any of the four houses.
The difference this year is that the fraterni
ties are competing for a trophy based on
participation. Each team entered in a league
or special event earns the house points while
each forfeit subtracts points. Rules regard
ing the earning of points are posted at the
Sports Center, in front of Serra Hall, and at
the Outdoor Adventures Office.
Through three weeks, Sigma Chi has used
their superior size to accumulate 86 points
and acomfortable lead over Delta Tau Delta.
The Delts have yet to forfeit a contest and
with 70 points could be looking to indoor
soccer, 3x3 basketball, and the many upcom
ing special events to cut into Sigma Chi's
lead. Phi Kappa Theta (54 points) and
Sigma Pi (36 points) are having slow semes
ters and do not seem likely to threaten.

